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- displayed on all advertising and entrance to Museum.

 FLEET AIR ARM    
MUSEUM   -  LOGO 

Faces to fit to the names of the staff of the FLEET AIR ARM MUSEUM    
L to R :  Ailsa Chittick -( collections curator), Ian Chorlton - (Technical Curator), Terry Hetherington - 

(Manager) and  Margot Napier - (Resources and Communications Officer) all stand ready to face the challenges 
of a total re-development of the Museum. 
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  FOREWORD 

   
    I am delighted to have been given the opportunity to share some thoughts with members of the 
Fleet Air Arm of the Defence community. 
 
 As you would be aware, there is a demographic shift within the veteran and ex-service community. Vet-
eran populations are declining across the country, and this is impacting on the way the Australian Gov-
ernment provides support for veterans, and also on the way my Department operates. 
 
 Many veterans and war widows are getting older and increasingly have needs that require complex care 
arrangements. While my Department is meeting these challenges, we also need to plan for the newer and 
much younger generation of veterans that is emerging. Many veterans have experience d multiple de-
ployments such as Iraq, Afghanistan, East Timor and the Solomon Islands and as a result have a unique 
set of needs. 
 
 In these changing times, the onus is on providing the veterans with the support they need , not just 
physically but psychologically, socially and vocationally. This emphasis will facilitate recovery and rehabil-
itation from injury as well as a smooth discharge from service and a successful transition to civilian life. 
My Department is working closely with the Department of Defence to ensure this holistic approach works 
to the benefit of individual servicemen and women as well as their families. 
 
 The Department of veterans’ Affairs has a new business structure in place, and our priority is to identify 
and apply business improvements that make the best use of staff and resources to provide the same high 
level of service to everyone who has dealings with my Department. 
 
 This year the nation will commemorate the 60th anniversary of Australia’s first participation in interna-
tional peacekeeping operations. As a foundation member of the United Nations, Australia has contributed 
to more than 50 peacekeeping operations since 1947. Australia has made significant contributions to  
missions such as Rwanda and Somalia. Our largest operation was to help restore order to East Timor in 
1999. By the very nature of their operations, peacekeepers often experience the ugly side of human con-
flict and may suffer lasting trauma due to their service. That is why we have made mental health  a priori-
ty, and committed an extra $20 million in the 2006-07 budget to strengthen and expand access to the 
range of mental health care and education services available to veterans and their families. 
 
 Our servicemen and women must be supported during and after peacetime operations, where the 
wounds may be harder to see but are no less deliberating. I believe assistance for veterans’ psychologi-
cal health is going to be of paramount importance in the years ahead and that is why I consider issues of 
mental health among the highest of priorities. 
 
    The Hon Bruce Billson   MP 
    Minister for Veterans’ Affairs 
    Minister Assisting the Minister for Defence 
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Front page :  
       The FLEET AIR ARM MUSEUM façade under its 
new livery, the old Tracker has been replaced with a Gannet (in 
much better  condition), the signage altered to depict the new 
name and the symbolic signage that is displayed on all advertis-
ing has been used to enhance the entrance.   
       
Rear page : Staff photo was provided by the South Coast Regis-
ter 

      Deadline for copy for next issue is June 12th 2007 
                               Please don’t be late. 

                                The Minister - himself 
 
  Bruce Billson was first elected to the house of Representa-
tives in March 1996 to represent the outer metropolitan , north-
ern Mornington Peninsula seat of Dunkley, and has since been 
re-elected three times. 
 
  In January 2006, Bruce had the honour of being appointed  
Minister for Veterans’ Affairs and Minister Assisting the Minister 
for Defence. 
 
 Bruce has a genuine passion for helping people and making a 
difference. This has been demonstrated by his extensive work in 
the community and at all levels of local, state and federal gov-
ernment. 
 
 As a Federal Member, Bruce has been chair of the Environ-
ment and Heritage Committee, and involved in committees deal-
ing with a variety of matters including the aged  care, family and 
community services, communications, education, training, and 
youth affairs. Some of his other committee work has focused on 
small business, employment, work relations and veterans’ af-
fairs. 
 
 Bruce also has a strong interest in economic, social and envi-
ronmental challenges facing outer metro areas and is active in 
helping small business and the unemployed. 
 
 Prior to being elected to Federal Parliament, Bruce was Minis-
terial Advisor to the Victorian Minister for Natural Recourses 
(1994 - 96), policy advisor to the Shadow Federal Environment 
Minister (1995) and held several local government positions 
(1987 - 94). 
 
 In July 2004, Bruce was appointed Parliamentary Secretary to 
the Minister for Foreign Affairs and to the Minister for Trade in 
November 2004. These roles involved administering overseas 
aid, consular assistance to Australians abroad and trade negoti-
ations. Subsequently, in July 2005, he was appointed Parlia-
mentary Secretary for Immigration, Multicultural and indigenous 
Affairs. 
 
 Bruce has a Masters in Business Leadership, and as a post -
graduate Management Diploma and Batchelor of Business from 
RMIT. He also won the 1992 RMIT / MAV Local Government 
Law Prize. 
 
 Bruce holds numerous community service positions with phil-
anthropic and non-profit organisations involving health, mature 
age unemployment, aged care and library services. He is also 
active with youth, sporting, tourism and economic development 
groups. 
 
 Bruce is married to Kate and father to Alexander and Zoe. He 
enjoys time with family and friends, acting home-handyman and 
playing tennis, golf and cricket to relive former sporting glories. 

  
  I have had a lot of phone calls in relation to the ‘change over’ 
of the Museum , people want to know what is going on and if its 
working.  
 Changes have been a bit slow coming but with the medical 
problems of our new ‘Manager’ and the background work re-
quired to oversee the whole layout , then putting pen to paper 
and finally enacting the drawings we can see that progress is 
being made. The actual removal of all of the old exhibits so that 
there was a blank space to start again was a massive job. Even 
the bystanders were surprised at just how many exhibits were 
stowed in the building and other storage had to be found for 
them all. 
 The Museum has been closed for a while now (shop and Café 
the exceptions) and in this issue I will try and bring you up to 
date with the renovations.  
 The exterior now looks much better with its new livery and so do 
the signs up and down the highways advertising future up and 
coming events. 
                                       ********* 
 It was pleasing to hear that some dogged perseverance has 
been rewarded. I speak of Ron Jenkins’ on-going battle regard-
ing the welfare of our ‘Naval Cemetery’. Ron has looked over 
this area for a long time now and has certainly taken on the 
beaurocrats on many occasions to ensure that it is well main-
tained and the area kept in a manner as befits  such a resting 
place. The last attempt to place a skate park nearby has been 
thwarted  as I have no doubt will be any other schemes that  
deride the solemn nature of the area.  
                                                                 BZ Ron. 

         I have been asked if I could provide an address for 
those who wish to submit articles by ‘Snail mail’ for inclu-
sion in Slipstream. The following  will find me without any 
hitches : 
The Editor, Slipstream 
PO Box 28 
Nowra           2541 
For those that have it available, email is the preferred 
method as it makes the job at this end much easier. 
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  EDITORS’  CORNER 

Ed, 
  Once more I am on my favourite subject, The Wall of Ser-
vice. People who are no longer with us have no way of getting 
their names on the Wall, unless their comrades or relatives act 
for them. Surely it is not too much to ask now that pilots act for 
pilots, observers act for observers ,chiefs for chiefs and sailors 
for sailors. This is a letter to the Editor so that it will be published 
in the next “Slipstream”. 
                   James Ferguson 
 
 Jim,  
    The matter has again been raised with the decision mak-
ers and the results are not much different. In the case of the 
deceased, the NOK or immediate relatives have the ‘right of 
permission’ to approve the affixing of a plaque on the Wall and 
them only. Others can fit a plaque for friends or mates but they 
must first obtain permission of the NOK or immediate relatives. 
Only recently a plaque was under discussion when another re-
quest from the NOK came for a plaque for that person. The re-
quest from the NOK was accepted as that was her right, certain 
rules had to be formalised to ensure no one has that right dimin-
ished or removed and it will stay that way. Quite a few plaques 
have been fitted after negotiations with the NOKs and this is 
perfectly acceptable. Another negative to the proposal is that 
some people do not want their name on the Wall for one reason 
or another and these wishes must be met, they would not be 
met if someone else placed a plaque there in their name.   A 
copy of ‘authorisation of some sort’ by the NOK or family must 
accompany the application form if it is being submitted by a 
friend or mate. 
 Hope this clears the matter up for you. 
 
                     Ed 

 
 For those who didn’t notice the final part of an article by Ken 
Douglas in the last issue that had a couple of paragraphs ‘ cut 
off’ my apologies to the author and below there are attached. 
 
  
 GENUS PLATANUS CONTINUED : 
 
After making the big effort to write a contribution to Slipstream I 
was very disappointed to find that my article had the last three 
paragraphs edited out.  While these paragraphs may not be par-
ticularly exciting or have great literary value I regard them as an 
appropriate conclusion to my attempt to give the reader a feeling 
for the aircraft.  The missing paragraphs are reproduced below. 
 
Despite my initial apprehension about being able to master this 
new phase in my flying career I found that, once comfortable 
with my competence, I thoroughly enjoyed the couple of years I 
spent flying the Sycamore. There were always interesting and 
sometimes exciting missions to be flown with someone always 
coming up with new and strange requests for this relatively new 
and unfamiliar workhorse. The mind boggles at what our current 
environmentalists would have to say about mixing insect spray 
with AVTUR and spraying married quarters for mosquitoes. At 
least we were able to warn residents in Daily Orders so that they 
could get their washing off the line.  The children could often be 
seen standing outside watching. 
 
   Meanwhile training continued with conversions of fixed wing 
pilots and the basic flying training of would-be pilots. During this 
time I had the privilege of having two future Presidents of the 
Fleet Air Arm Association as pupils.  As soon as the first gradu-
ated he got wind of a job becoming available as CO of 816 
Squadron, when fixed wing flying was being resurrected, and he 
couldn’t escape fast enough. The other completed his course 
and was later to serve with great distinction in Vietnam but not 
before also having to endure the indignity of a front line tour and 
a dunking in Gannets. 
 
And me. I commenced a Wessex conversion but had a pier-
head jump to serve as Flight Deck Officer of HMAS Melbourne 
just as the course was getting interesting. After this I was posted 
back to fixed wing squadrons for the next few years.  I look back 
on my time in 723 Squadron with great fondness and despite the 
initial difficulty in mastering this new form of flying I really en-
joyed the Sycamore.  The old girls had a very distinguished ca-
reer, and despite their lack of beauty, saved many lives and 
trained a large number of pilots who went on to bigger and better 
things in the Service and in Civil Aviation. 
 
Ken Douglas 

 

 
 By request from a couple of contributors who wanted the         
“ Editors’ Address” to send items to him direct. Only too happy to 
comply, keep the articles coming. 
 
 G Wise 
4 Bindaree Street 

Dear Editor,                                                                            
 I am a member and researcher of the Aviation Historical 
Society of Australia (AHSA) and would very much like to 
correspond with anyone who was in any way associated 
with the Hawker Sea Fury.  A long-term project.                        
Yours sincerely, 

Mike Flanagan                                                                              
22 Gardenia Street                                                                    
Nightcliff,    NT  0810                                                                 
08  89851955                                                                            
mikeflanagan@ozemail.com.au 
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 Another ‘Notable’ bike  
 
  In the late 50’s early 60’s PO Armourers were on a ‘one on 
one off’ routine for sea postings. Nev was a Mech O and I was a 
POAF (O) and we were on opposite postings.  
 Nev owned a veritable museum piece of a bicycle, it had an 
accumulation of rust in unimportant places, it’s seat was held 
together with an assortment of foam rubber, old cloth ,and 
masking tape. It’s mudguards were much repaired with bits of 
sheet metal and an assortment of rivets. 
 Any way in 1958 Nev was posted to sea and I was posted 
ashore and the bike changed hands for the princely sum of five 
pounds. This routine continued on for the next five years or so, 
the bike and five pounds changing hands on an annual basis. 
On one occasion when I was the owner I sought to tidy up the 
mud guards and I conned a friend to weld the things where nec-
essary and thus give them back some strength. At some point 
during this process there was a blinding flash of light and a great 
hunk of the guard dissolved. It would seem that at some time in 
its  previous repairs and  reconditioning magnesium rivets had 
been used . Not a good idea to apply a welding torch to magne-
sium rivets. 
 Some time in the mid 60’s the routine changed and we found 
ourselves ashore at the same time. I was at that time the owner  
of the bike but Nev considered that by virtue of the fact that he 
was the original owner he should have it back.— sorry I refuted 
that and kept ownership. 
 It stayed with me from then until I paid off in 1971 and it was 
then abandoned at the Chief’s Mess. Nev had long since paid 
off by then, where it finished up I don’t know. 
     
                  Jim Parsons 
  

 
 The Editor, 
        Many thanks for the latest ‘Slipstream’, which was 
with me within four days of posting. Once again, items in it trig-
ger the memory. 
 First, I was delighted to see my photograph in it! CPO’s Mess 
Nowra, 1950, first row standing, third in from the right of the print. 
As ,at 25 years of age I was one of the youngest in the Mess, 
there cannot be many survivors of that occasion. At that time, I 
was teaching baby armourers in Bob Dunne’s armament school 
after first doing the first commissioning in “Sydney”. 
 I do not recall ‘Johnnies’ establishment, perhaps because 
those of us of the British Pacific Fleet were usually directed to 
the British Centre, a large temporary building in Hyde Park. It 
was from memory near the Cathedral and it provided bed, can-
teen and Australian ‘uphomers’. 
 Graeme Andrews refers to a half a dozen carriers and four 
battleships of the BFF, which is a slight underestimate. There 
were six battleships, one of which was the French ‘ 
Richelieu’ and thirty four carriers, 60 squadrons plus the cruisers  

etc., totalling some 720 craft . All of these are identified in a M of 
D brochure, a copy of which I treasure. It was the largest  fleet 
the RN had deployed in all its history and, until the USN expand-
ed after Pearl Harbour, the RN was the largest navy the world 
had ever known. There were in addition, many shore and air 
stations. All that in addition to a still considerable Atlantic Fleet. 
 Graeme also mentions Admiral Goodenough after whom a 
recreational facility was named, and perhaps readers may also 
be amused by the following as it was, in fact, a day of farce. 
 I was under training as an Aircraft Artificer at Newcastle– un-
der– Lyme from 1040—43. During that time , the nation was 
coerced into contributing to the war effort via War Weapons, 
Warship, and Spitfire, weeks, involving parades and other mo-
rale boosting events for the Great British Public, in which the 
Apprentice’s guard and band led the Stoke-on-Trent events.( For 
the un-initiated, Newcastle was a coal mining town, part of a 
conurbation of which the five potteries towns of Stoke, Hanley, 
Longton, Tunsall and Burslem formed the greater part) 
 The parades all over the country had reviewing officers drawn 
mostly from the ranks of long retired senior officers of the three 
services, but all happy ‘to do their bit’. For the Stoke warship 
Week, we were told that the reviewing officer would be Admiral 
Goodenough, who had been a  Commodore at the Battle of Jut-
land, and who would be arriving by train at one of the Stoke sub-
urban stations, where he would be met by our guard and band 
under the command of Lt / Cdr (E) “Boozer” Tate, an  enormous 
man who had had a cruiser sunk under him. (Many of the New-
castle staff were on a ‘rest' draft. For instance, one CPO Stoker, 
nicknamed “Quasi Moto”, had had three mine sweepers sunk 
under him, and the Divisional PO of my division was  a PO gun-
nery rate, “Tubby” Whiting, who was the senior survivor from the 
Armed Merchant Cruiser “Jervis Bay”, sunk when tracking a 
Pocket Battleship while protecting a convoy.) 
 The guard and band were paraded on the station forecourt, 
the rear file of buglers, including your correspondent, detached 
to the station steps to play the ‘General Salute’ at the relevant 
time. The first laugh for the assembled populace was provided 
by a small dog which trotted out and cocked his leg against the 
butt of the left hand marker’s rifle as he stood at ease. The Ad-
miral appeared in the station doorway to be greeted by ‘Boozer’ 
with his drawn wedding cake carver. ‘Boozer’ was at least  6ft 
3ins, and the Admiral about 5 ft 2ins. ( 1.9m &1.58m in Down -
Under units). Not only did that look ridiculous, but the old boy 
was dressed in the fashion of about 1920, with the cap, round 
tipped stiff collar and high breasted reefer, as one sees in Beatty 
type photographs. He had no medals, but a blue and white spot-
ted handkerchief tucked in his top pocket and was tottery on his 
feet which were encased in a pair of brown suede shoes! In 
spite of  trying not to laugh, we buglers did our stuff, and the old 
boy inspected the guard, after which he was carted off in a mo-
tor car to the saluting base a couple of miles away. 
  ‘Boozer’ marched the guard and band off on their way to the 
parade starting point, forgetting all about us four standing on the 
station steps. We had to double off in pursuit, cheered on by  the 
crowd which, in the Potteries was quite used to military  
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Spectacles. 
 The band was fairly new, consisting of a front rank of four ket-
tle drums , two tenor drums  behind, then the bass drum in the 
centre with a triangle on one side and  cymbals on the other. 
Next was three files of four flautists, only three of whom could 
play a flute, the remainder holding the flutes to their faces and 
whistling. Last , was two files of buglers with ‘Boozer’ about ten 
paces further astern. We led the parade, preceded by a mount-
ed officer of the ‘Fuzz’. Approaching a road junction, the mount-
ed policeman indicated that , because of the press of spectators 
on each side of the road, two drummers should pass on one 
side of a ‘Keep Left’ sign, and two on the other, likewise the 
guard which in those days was in fours. What was not appreciat-
ed was that ‘Duggy’ Prowse behind the big drum, had a rather 
restricted view over the nose and being in the middle, drove full 
tilt into the ‘Keep Left’ sign, which put him flat on his back, scat-
tering the playing flautists in all directions. The rear file of bu-
glers, who were having a ‘stand easy’ while the flutes played , 
managed to pick up ‘Duggy’ just before he was trampled by 36 
pairs of toots of the guard. The spectators were loudly vocifer-
ous in their appreciation of that spectacle. Having recovered his 
equilibrium, ’Duggy’ re-commenced his assault on the pigskin. 
He prided himself on his fancy stick twirling, his sticks being 
attached to his wrists by loops. During one of his displays of 
twirling, the loop on his right wrist broke, and his drumstick dis-
appeared into the crowd where it is believed , it was retrieved by 
a small boy who doubtless has it as a souvenir of the occasion 
of this day. 
 In the evening there was  a celebratory variety performance in 
the Hanley Theatre, at which we participants of the parade had 
complementary seats in the front two rows. Local press report-
ers had previously briefed the compere, a nationally renowned 
comic, and  the audience was provided with several laughs at 
‘Duggy’s’ expense, and he could not sink his six foot frame far 
enough into his seat! As a result of the antics of that day, when-
ever the Apprentices were satirically criticised, the response was 
“if its good enough for Goodenough, its good enough for us “ 
  Finally, that letter from the recruit was hilariously received up 
here. We gave a copy to our soldier grandchild who did a double 
stint in Bosnia / Kosovo at the height of the dust up in that  re-
gion, and helped to capture Basra, later being a member of its 
garrison. She thought the letter was an absolute hoot! 
 
           Yours, 
 
               Maurice Ayling 

The Editor. 
In response to Ron (Butch) Jenkins' letter in last edition of   
Slipstream regarding his efforts to establish the periods when   
Squadrons were embarked on board HMAS Melbourne, the fol-
lowing avenues may be worth investigating if not already looked 
at. 
(a) Victualling sheets for HMAS Melbourne. 
(b) Pay records of individual concerned, and the dates hard lay-
ing allowance was added or removed. (Don't tell me squadron 
personnel drew this when ashore or I'll feel really pissed off). 
(c) Captain's Report of Proceedings. 
All these records were still being hand or type written when I   
completed my time in 1969, however for a decade or more in the 
80s and 90s as an active Advocate for the Regular Defence 
Forces Welfare Association, I frequently had to fall back on 
these records to establish or prove that certain events took place 
and certain personnel were serving on that particular ship at that 
precise time.   
Whilst most of these records became computerized they still 
exist (or did at least when I was still active as an Advocate).  The 
problem is that the task is not important enough for serving or 
employed staff to sift through the records. However provided you 
are prepared to go to Canberra and do the hard yakka, I found 
the records were in most  cases made available, provided of 
course due notice was given and the period of research estab-
lished. I was usually dealing with one sailor's movements, surely 
a squadron would be easier as despite all the changes a group 
of men are fed, paid and billeted and their arrival and departure 
will be accounted  for be it the RAN, RN or USN as someone 
has to pick up the tab and even in modern times that remains a 
fact. In this case I would go to Report of Proceedings first off as 
I cannot imagine it not being recorded by the ship's Captain 
when the Melbourne embarked a Squadron. I have been out of 
touch for some time but a few years back in the late nineties the 
Report of Proceedings, and various other defence records, were 
moved from Department of Defence to Australian War Memorial 
Archives Library. The entrance to the Library is from the rear car 
park of the War Memorial. As stated earlier it is necessary to 
ring the Library (or better still write), explain who you are, and 
what you are trying to establish, the ship concerned, the year 
(s). The return advice will give you a reference number and state 
that the file (s) will be available to view after a certain date. You 
then ring, make your appointment and duly present yourself with 
the letter they sent you.   
You will be seated in a research area and the papers brought to 
you. Photo copy facilities are available. I forget but I don't think   
cameras, digital or otherwise are permitted. As in all things to 
do with the public service be patient, don't rock up to the coun-
ter unannounced and expect results. It is necessary for staff to 
locate the records in question and have them cleared for perusal 
and this is done before you are given your appointment, or at 
least that was the case when I was still active in the days before 
I started working on my family tree. Now that is another story. 
Best of luck.                                                    "Chips" Gray. 

Dear Ed, 

 Happy New Year pal. In the latest edition of Slipstream Vol17 
No 4, page 19, there is a photo of Met Office Staff. The tallest 
sailor is Dan McKreith, the first direct entry MET rating, married 
a local girl Margaret Daly.    
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MISSING THE NAVY ? 
 
 1. Build a shelf in the top of your wardrobe and sleep on it in-
side a smelly sleeping bag. Remove the wardrobe door and re-
place it with a curtain that's too small. 
 
 2. Wash your underwear every night in a bucket, and then hang 
it over the water pipes to dry. 
 
 3. Four hours after you go to bed, have your wife (husband/
girlfriend/boyfriend) whip open the curtain, shine a torch in your 
eyes, and say "sorry mate, wrong pit." 
 
 4. Renovate your bathroom. Build a wall across the centre of 
your bath and move the shower head down to chest level. Store 
beer barrels in the shower enclosure. 
 
 5. When you have a shower, remember to turn the water off 
while you soap. 
 
 6. Every time there is a thunderstorm sit in a wobbly rocking 
chair, and rock as hard as you can until you're sick. 
 
 7. Put oil instead of water into a humidifier, then set it to "HIGH". 
 
 8. Don't watch TV, except for movies in the middle of the night. 
For added realism, have your family vote for which movie they 
want to see- then select a different one. 
 
 9. (Mandatory for engineering types) Leave a lawnmower run-
ning in your living room 24 hours a day to re-create the proper 
noise levels. 
 
 10. Have the paper boy give you a haircut. 
 
 1 l. Once a week blow compressed air up through your chim-
ney. Ensure that the wind carries the soot over onto your neigh-
bour's house. When he complains laugh at him. 
 
 l2. Buy a rubbish compactor, but only use it once a week. Store 
up your rubbish in the other side of your bath. 
 
 13. Wake up every night at midnight and make a sandwich out 
of anything you can find, preferably using stale bread. Optional: 
cold soup or canned ravioli, eaten out of the can. 
 
 14. Devise your family menus a week in advance without look-
ing in the fridge or larder. 
 
15. Set your alarm clock to go off at random times through the 
night. When it goes off, leap out of bed, get dressed as fast as 
you can then run into the garden and break out the garden hose. 
 
 16. Once a month, take every major household appliance com-
pletely apart, and then re-assemble. 

17. Use four spoons of coffee per cup, and allow it to sit for three 
hours before drinking. 
 
 18. Invite about 85 people you don't really like to come and stay 
for a couple of months. 
 
 19. Install a small fluorescent light under your coffee table, and 
then lie under the table to read books. 
 
 20. Raise the thresholds and lower the top sills of all the doors 
in the house. Now you will always either hit your head or skin 
your shins when passing through them. 
 
 21. When baking cakes, prop up one side of the cake tin while it 
is baking. When it has cooled, spread icing really thickly on one 
side to level it out again. 
 
 22. Every so often, throw your cat in the bath and shout "man 
overboard", then run into the kitchen and sweep all the dishes 
and pans onto the floor while yelling at your wife for not having 
secured for sea properly.   
 
23. Put on the headphones from your stereo, do not plug them 
in. Go and stand in front of your dishwasher. Say, nobody in 
particular, "Dishwasher manned and ready Sir". Stand there for 
three or four hours. Say, once again to nobody in particular, 
"Dishwasher secured". Remove the headphones, roll up the 
headphone cord and put them away. 

 
  Slipstream Volume 17 Number 4 
 
 MET Office Staff  Photo  
On a recent visit to the museum at HMAS Albatross I read a 
copy of Slipstream volume 17 number 4 (2006).  On page 19 of 
that edition the photograph on the left hand side of the second 
row of photographs shows six men posing for the camera with a 
theodolite.  I am just writing to let you know that my late father, 
Dick Fennessy (Instructor Captain R.G. Fennessy DSC RAN), 
the officer standing on the extreme left of the photograph, had a 
copy of the same photograph in his possession. According to his 
handwritten annotation on the back of the photograph the people 
were:                                                                                      
standing (left to right):  Fennessy, Fred Lochland, NA McCreath, 
NA Maguire.                                                                          seat-
ed (left to right):  Instructor Lieutenant Commander Tom Smith, 
PO Bob Croft.                                                                  My fa-
ther recorded the place and date as HMAS Albatross,   RANAS 
Nowra, May 1949. 

I hope this helps, 

John Fennessy 
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 Stress Management 
 A lecturer, when explaining stress management to an audi-
ence, raised a  glass of water and asked, "How heavy is this 
glass of water?" Answers called out ranged from 8oz. to 20oz. 
The lecturer replied, "The absolute weight doesn't matter. It de-
pends on  how long you try to hold it. If I hold it for a minute, 
that's not a problem. If I hold it  for an hour, I'll have an ache in 
my right arm. If I hold it for a day, you'll have to call an ambu-
lance." "In each case, it's the same weight, but the longer I hold 
it, the heavier it becomes." 
 He continued, "And that's the way it is with stress management. 
If we  carry our burdens all the time, sooner or later, as the bur-
den becomes increasingly heavy,  we won't be able to carry on." 
"As with the glass of water, you have to put it down for a while 
and rest  before holding it again. When we're refreshed, we can 
carry on with the burden." 
"So, before you return home tonight, put the burden of work / life 
down.  Don't carry it home. You can pick it up tomorrow. What-
ever burdens you're carrying now, let them down for a moment if 
you can." 
"Relax; pick them up later after you've rested. Life is short. En-
joy!" 
And then he shared some ways of dealing with the burdens of 
life: 
* Accept that some days you're the pigeon, and some days 
you're the statue. 
* Always keep your words soft and sweet, just in case you have 
to eat them. 
* Always read stuff that will make you look good if you die in the 
middle of it. 
* Drive carefully. It's not only cars that can be recalled by their 
Maker. 
* If you can't be kind, at least have the decency to be vague. 
* If you lend someone $20 and never see that person again, it 
was probably  worth it. 
* It may be that your sole purpose in life is simply to serve as a 
warning to others. 
* Never buy a car you can't push. 
* Never put both feet in your mouth at the same time, because 
then you  won't have a leg to stand on. 
* Nobody cares if you can't dance well. Just get up and dance. 
* Since it's the early worm that gets eaten by the bird, sleep late. 
* The second mouse gets the cheese. 
* When everything's coming your way, you're in the wrong lane. 
* Birthdays are good for you. The more you have, the longer you 
live. 
* You may be only one person in the world, but you may also be 
the world to one person. 
* Some mistakes are too much fun to only make once 
* We could learn a lot from crayons. Some are sharp, some are 
pretty and some are dull, some have weird names, and all are 
different colours, but they all have to live in the same box. 
 "A truly happy person is one who can enjoy the scenery on a 
detour. 
 Have an awesome day and know that someone has thought 
about you today. . . . . . I did. 

  
Labour of Love     
 
WZ900- side number 866 -  crashed off "Melbourne" in April of 
1966. Frank Nielsen and I looked after this aeroplane and he 
was devastated when we lost her. 
 
I found this kit through eBay and with a few modifications, I reck-
on Frank would have enjoyed the result. 
 
             Ron Smith. 
 
 
 
  BZ Ron, a very tradesman like outcome - almost as good as 
we would expect of you   
                    Ed 
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The Editor "Slipstream"     
                              
        Hi! Greg`, 
 

I was talking to Bill Maxwell a couple of weeks ago, and 
he asked me if I had ever had any result from my effort to have 
the "coding" in the Vietnam Nominal Roll altered. (A project I 
started on the 9th Dec` 2002) I'm sure our old Shipmates will 
remember that the anomaly as I saw it, was that the Ships Com-
pany on board "Melbourne" during the 1965/1966 trips to Vi-
etnam were given the code "15-Melbourne" where as the 
Squadron Personnel embarked at the same time were given the 
code "27-Visit". I claimed that we should ALL be given the same 
code, or a separate code, to indicate the particular Squadron. If 
those of you, who had code "27-Visit" alongside your name in 
the old Nominal Roll, go to Google on the net and type in Vi-
etnam Veterans Nominal Roll, you will now find HMAS Mel-
bourne in place of "Visit”. My special thanks go to the Nominal 
Rolls and Health Studies Support Group for their outstanding co-
operation in overcoming this particular anomaly. I was assured 
only this week that the new Nominal Roll, due out in August this 
year, will also reflect the above. There may however, still be the 
odd occasion where the old hand written records of an individu-
al, may not have been corrected to show the proper code. 

 
Another problem that I promised to keep our members 

informed about, was the intention of the Shoalhaven City Coun-
cil Mayor, to relocate a graffiti covered and vandalized skate 
park to alongside our Navy Graves Section of the Nowra Gen-
eral Cemetery. Thanks to the support of the Bomaderry RSL 
Sub Branch, the Nowra/Greenwell Point RSL Sub Branch, and 
in particular the Office of Australian War Graves, this project, 
WILL NOT go ahead. I have a copy of the letter written to the 
General Manager, Shoalhaven City Council, by the Director, 
Australian War Graves, in which he very clearly stated several 
objections to the proposal. How he got his point across so 
strongly, and still remained polite, beats me. Must be the benefit 
of advanced education, and, experience. 

 
 Finally, our Service History Records. 

I gave my file to John Arnold to read some time ago, 
and he very kindly gave me a written comment. The first few 
lines of which said, quote "Your frustration in dealing with De-
fence leapt from the pages in such a manner that I started to get 
a knot in the guts. (Dejavu)" unquote. I have the same knot in 
the guts, and have become quite weary trying to get satisfaction 
from this Department of the Federal Public Service. Thank what-
ever God you worship, that they are not all the same. I have 
mentioned two Departments already who have been most help-
ful. 

 
 I would also thank Joanna Gash MP Federal Member for Gil-
more, who has given me some wonderful support, as has the 
Minister Assisting the Minister for Defence, the Hon Bruce Bill-
son MP. 
 

 Bruce Billson must also have finally read my file, and felt the 
same "knot in the guts". 
  His office obtained the services of a "uniformed" R.A.N. 
Commander from the "Australian Navy Systems Command"; to 
look into my problem of not having sea time recorded in my His-
tory Records for 1971 and 1972, while on board with VF 805 
Squadron. . This serving Naval Officer was able to bring to a 
very rapid conclusion, in just a couple of weeks, what our Ser-
vice History Records Department COULD NOT do in fifteen 
months. He also managed to fit in (in his own time) a personal 
visit to me to see if I had any other problems that he could assist 
me with. He was doing his own driving so he wouldn't have a 
beer with me, which was a bit of a bugger, but he likes his tea 
strong and black. 
 
In his final letter to me the Minister says, 
 
Quote:- 
 
    "Thank you for your requests regarding the amendment of 
your Navy service records to reflect the periods that you served 
in HMAS Melbourne as a member of the embarked VF 805 
Squadron during 1971 and 1972.The delay in responding is re-
gretted. 
The Navy History section has accessed Reports of Proceedings 
for HMAS Melbourne and HMAS Albatross, which are archived 
with the Australian War Memorial. They also used the state-
ments provided by you - (note, statements referred to were from 
Lt.Cdr John Hamilton AFC RAN (Ret’d) the Squadron Safety 
Officer for 1971, and Lt.Cdr Bill Callan RAN (Ret’d) the Squad-
ron Commanding Officer in 1972/73) - and confirmation of your 
postings to VF 805 Squadron from Personnel Records and the 
Fleet Air Arm Association - (note, Lt.Cdr Bob (Windy) Geale 
RAN (Ret’d) Historian at the FAA Museum.) - To verify your peri-
ods of service in HMAS Melbourne. I am pleased to advise that 
a certificate confirming the periods that you served in HMAS 
Melbourne, while a member of the embarked squadron, has now 
been placed on your service record. A copy of that certificate is 
enclosed for your information. I am pleased to have been of as-
sistance to you in finally resolving this matter. 
Signed by Bruce Billson."  (End Quote) 
  

OK! That's me sorted out- but -as you are aware, I have 
been acting for all squadron personnel who do not have their 
sea time recorded. Not just for me or VF 805.Unfortunately, at 
this time, it would appear that any individual, who wants his rec-
ords corrected, will have to make his own application. 

 
At least it should be easier for anyone else who may wish to 
have his records corrected, as a precedent has now been set. I 
sincerely hope so, or we will all end up with that "knot in the 
guts". 
 
    Regards, 
            Ron (Butch) Jenkins 
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An Invitation to attend 
The national reunion of Aircraft Handlers (Fleet Air Arm) 

  
Devonport, Tasmania 2007 

  
April 22, 23, 24 and 25 

  
Registration form and RSVP details 

 
Yes I will be attending: 
  
NAME…………………………Partner……………………………… 
  
Address………………………………………………postcode……… 
  
Contact Phone…………………….Email…………………………….. 
  
Registration Fee $45:00 for each person only. 
  
Registration Fees INCLUDE Barbecue lunch on the 23rd and the Lunch on the 24th.only 
(Cost of beverages still being negotiated) 
  
Payment by Cheque or money order only please. To A. R. Browning 

  
RSVP 12th April 2007 
  
Completed Registrations forms and fees to be sent to A.R. (Tas) Browning 8 Addison Street Devonport Tasmania 73 

Phone 0364246314 email tasarb@bigpond.net.au 

Please note: you must book and pay for your own travel arrangements and accommodation. The Devonport visitor centre is an accred-
ited travel agency and operated by the Devonport city council, able to book the Spirit of Tasmania, accommodation and hire cars. 
To make bookings telephone the centre on free call 1800 649 514 or email ttic@dcc.tas.gov.au   
Devonport has a range of accommodation from modern hotels and motels, charming B&B’s, comfortable holiday cabins and self-
contained apartments. Visit our web site www.dcc.tas.gov.au then click on visitor and look at Accommodation to see the extensive 
range of accommodation available in Devonport. 

Some indicative prices of the larger hotels and motels together with the estimated distance from the city centre are: Rates are per 
room per night 

mailto:tasarb@bigpond.net.au
mailto:ttic@dcc.tas.gov.au
http://www.dcc.tas.gov.au/
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Ed, 
    Just a quick update on the Gannet book: attached are the 
latest e-mails and a picture of the cover (Mk.1) from the publish-
ers in the UK. It is happening! Would have been sooner, but the 
three heart attacks did pull me up a tad! But all’s well and the 
five ‘stents’ are working nicely.                                                                        

Dear Ben, 
 
  Thanks for the good news, I look forward to seeing the 
disk.  We will work on the book as fast as we can, but I suspect 
a May release date is rather optimistic!  What we can have 
ready by then is a flier for the book, with a pre-publication order 
form - that way we can at least get a good idea of the interest, 
and plan the print run accordingly.  If all goes well the book 
might be very close to being finished by then, but I'd hate to 
promise publication & delivery for May, only to let people down 
because of (inevitable) delays on such a project.  My priority is 
to get the book "right", not to rush it out. From what we already 
have, I know this is going to be an excellent book, and I don't 
envisage too much in the way of corrections and revision.  But 
from past experience I know things always take longer than ex-
pected. 
We will of course keep you fully informed and involved in the 
process. 

Dear Ben, 
 
I had a long chat with Arthur Bentley this morning, concerning 
scale plans of the Gannet.  He is in the process of producing 
complete plans for all Gannet versions, and has agreed to let us 
have his plans of the AS.1 and T.2 for your book.  This is excel-
lent news, as Arthur is perhaps the best aircraft draughtsman 
currently working, and any plans by him are as accurate  
as possible!  Arthur also has some walk-around detail photos 
that we can use, to supplement the others we have. 
This may involve a slight delay, but we should still be in a posi-
tion to print the book in late summer/early autumn.  We can do 
all the preparation and layout ahead of getting the plans, and 
slot these in at the last minute. 
I have pretty well finished my editing of all the text, and will send  
everything to Robert next week. 

HMAS ALBATROSS    16TH MAY 1950 to 2ND JULY 1954 
 

  Although isolated from Sydney, personnel with private 
transport were well served by being able to obtain premium pet-
rol at a most favourable price – free!  From mid-morning on Fri-
days a cavalcade of wheels descended to the hangars to fill up 
with ‘contaminated’ aviation fuel. Officers served first . The Der-
by for Nowra and beyond took off at noon or 13.00. This contam-
inated’ fuel was laced with a green dye. The carburettor of my 
motor bike was covered with green moss.. Following representa-
tions by local garage owners to their MP, the axe fell on a Chief 
Air Fitter who was the scapegoat. So ended cheap petrol and 
burnt-out exhaust valves. At that time vehicles were parked be-
tween the huts and cabins. Spare petrol was stored under the 
floor boards of the sleeping accommodation. ‘Not all the mental-
ly ill were in Roselle’. 
 The Navy had a few Harley Davidson motorcycles. Two Writ-
ers owned similar models. It was surprising to some how the 
Navy machines gradually started to look well worn when they 
hardly ever left the compound. After the ‘wets’ closed, Eddy 
Quinn and I often raced each other on the north/south runway. 
We were never sprung but, as we didn’t use our headlights, I 
guess no one saw us. 
 Rabbits  -  literally anything could be made, repaired or simply 
obtained from the motor compound, the blacksmith or the chip-
pies. The photographers were helpful, as were all sections of the 
community. The Dental mechanic didn’t make any dentures for 
the predominantly young ship’s company, but he was always 
busy attending to commissions from Wollongong to Nowra. I 
know he did this work in his own time and used his own materi-
als because he said so. 
 SP betting was conducted in the laundry block. I recall hearing 
of the Master at Arms sending his runner up to a new SP bookie 
to collect his winning bet on the last race. The ‘victim’ quickly 
realized that the MAA with his uncanny foresight always had one 
pound on the last race winner. 
 Navy Office directed the Supply Officer to comment on the 
suitability of the metal mug with which we had been issued. It  
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was supposed to be suitable for drinking, shaving, and, at a 
pinch, having a leak. When used for a hot drink, it burnt the lips. 
When CMDR(S) Reg Watson asked for his morning brew in a tin 
mug, it was made sure that his tea was more than luke warm by 
preheating the mug. CMDR Watson recommended the issuing 
of the mug be discontinued. 
 After hours bottle deliveries - the closing of the Junior Ratings 
wet canteen did not necessarily mean all was lost. The Nowra 
taxis, at an appropriate profit margin, supplied and delivered the 
goods COD. The taxis with their lights on drove along an outside 
access road and made the drop off in an area at the back of the 
library. This amenity was never challenged. 
 Petty Officer’s Mess  -  The bar was modernised at such great 
cost that on being appointed Treasurer I found that we were 
unable to pay for the beer to go in it. The brewery gave us time 
to pay but the mess funds were due for audit. Fortunately the 
Officers appointed were from the Executive and Flying Branch-
es. We entertained them royally during the audit while a few half
-truths were revealed or concealed. A brewery invoice was very 
much concealed.  
 PO’s Mess Dance  -  I recall a raffle being held with the prize 
being two sides of pork. A civilian from Nowra was the winner 
who couldn’t believe his good fortune when presented with a 
small squealing pig. About this time I solicited from the Film Dis-
tributors glamour photos of their movie stars. The collection was 
framed and mounted in the PO’s snooker room.  
 I am unable to confirm whether it is true that the victualling 
wagon carried more than sides of beef into the station on a 
weekend. There was rumour that some obliging ladies were 
smuggled into the Junior Ratings quarters.  
 In ‘Albatross’ a cottage was available for the Master at Arms. 
Because it was not wanted by the new MAA., it became the 
home for the junior ‘Writers’. Being isolated, they had it made. 
Writer Eddy Quinn was pulled up near Bomaderry for speeding 
and illegally carrying a pillion. The policeman on inspecting his 
licence saw E. Quinn c/o the Master at Arms cottage etc. A good 
address is everything – not even a caution. 
 One Friday I was sent to ‘Nirimba’ to pay about 30 people. To 
carry out this task I was sent by the most economical means, a 
D.C.3. You couldn’t move in the plane on the way up as it was 
packed with officers on weekend leave. On the return trip the 
plane had two aircrew and myself. 
 Writer ‘Shorty’ Grynes was given his paying off farewell at the 
Huskisson Hotel. Supply Officers Neville Turk and Bill Graham 
attended. Writer ‘Taffy’ Cliff was returning with the well oiled 
group including CMDR(S) Graham. At the T intersection of the 
Jervis Bay Road and the Princes Highway, a brick building was 
in the course of construction, the level of bricks being about six 
feet high. Taffy made a slight error of judgement and made a 
mess of the wall and his car. I was following on my motorbike 
and saw the drama unfold. Not surprisingly, Commander Gra-
ham wanted to make himself scarce. I had the privilege of giving 
him another hair-raising ride back to outside the main gate. We 
entered separately. In private I was thanked for my services but 
his appreciation did not extend to a ‘red recommend’.  
H.W. Bird  (Harry Bird) ex Writer 

 TO ALL THE KIDS WHO SURVIVED the 1930's 
40's, 50's, 60's and 70's !! 
 
  First, we survived being born to mothers who smoked and/or drank 
while they were pregnant. 
They took aspirin, ate blue cheese dressing, tuna from a can, and did-
n't get tested for diabetes. 
 Then after that trauma, we were put to sleep on our tummies in baby 
cribs covered with bright colored lead-based paints. 
We had no childproof lids on medicine bottles, doors or cabinets and 
when we rode our bikes, we had no helmets, not to mention, the risks 
we took hitchhiking. 
 As infants & children, we would ride in cars with no car seats, boost-
er seats, seat belts or air bags. Riding in the back of a ute on a warm 
day was always a special treat. 
 We drank water from the garden hose and NOT from a bottle. We 
shared one soft drink with four friends, from one bottle and NO ONE 
actually died from this. 
 We ate lamingtons, white bread and real butter and drank lemonade 
made with sugar, but we weren't overweight because 
WE WERE ALWAYS OUTSIDE PLAYING! 
 We would leave home in the morning and play all day, as long as we 
were back when the streetlights came on. No one was able to reach us 
all day. And we were O.K. 
 We would spend hours building our billycarts out of scraps and then 
ride down the hill, only to find out we forgot the brakes. After running 
into the bushes a few times, we learned to solve the problem. 
 We did not have Playstations, Nintendo's, X-boxes, no video games 
at all, no 150 channels on cable, no video movies or DVD's, no sur-
round-sound, CD's or Ipods, no cell phones!, no personal computers , 
no Internet or chat rooms....... 
 WE HAD FRIENDS and we went outside and found them! 
We fell out of trees, got cut, broke bones and teeth and there were no 
lawsuits from these accidents. 
 We ate worms and mud pies made from dirt, and the worms did not 
live in us forever. 
 We were given BB guns for our 10th birthdays, made up games with 
sticks and tennis balls and, although we were told it 
would happen, we did not put out very many eyes. 
 We rode bikes or walked to a friend's house and knocked on the 
door or rang the bell, or just walked in and talked to them! 
Football and netball had tryouts and not everyone made the team. 
Those who didn't had to learn to deal with disappointment. Imagine 
that!! 
 The idea of a parent bailing us out if we broke the law was unheard 
of. They actually sided with the law! These generations have produced 
some of the best risk-takers, problem solvers and inventors ever! 
 The past 50 years have been an explosion of innovation and new 
ideas. We had freedom, failure, success and responsibility, and we 
learned HOW TO DEAL WITH IT ALL! As YOU are one of them . . 
CONGRATULATIONS 
You might want to share this with others who have had the luck to 
grow up as kids, before the lawyers and the government regulated so 
much of our lives for our own good, and while you are at it, forward it to 
your kids so they will know how brave (and lucky) their parents were. 
Kind of makes you want to run through the house with scissors, doesn't 
it?! 
     What do you think? 

                 Provided by Don McClaren 
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river or raise the bridge when a young lad going home for lunch 
saw the predicament and said , 
“Why don’t you let the tyres down.”  This was done, and the 
truck proceeded on its way. 
 
 
The Sewerage Farm 
    This was not only a facility for the treatment of Sewerage but 
also the source of the best Tomato Seedlings on the South 
Coast. 
 
    A tomato seed which has been masticated, digested, excreted 
and treated in the sewerage before being cast on to dry land to 
finally take root must surely be classed as a “Prince of a tomato 
seed.’ 
 
  The existence of these tomato plants was a fairly closely kept 
secret so there were plenty of plants to go round until someone 
asked The Surgeon Commander (Mumbles Copeland) if it was 
alright to eat the fruit from these plants. 
Mumbles stated via Daily Orders that fruit from these plants was 
quite safe to eat. 
 
  This immediately spread the word and in a short time the de-
mand soon far exceeded the supply and rationing was enforced. 
 
Other seeds such as cucumber, cantaloupes and sometimes 
pumpkins appeared but tomatoes were by far the most prolific. 
 
 
Loss of  Icons 
 
 Just for the information of any Birdies who served in Canberra 
three Naval Icons have disappeared from the landscape. 
  Just before Xmas the three transmitting Aerials from Belconnen  
Were demolished. 
                                                       John Elliot 

 
Memories of the “Tross” during the middle of the Last 

Century. 
 

The Origin of the Birds on the Gate 
 
   I believe that the idea and manufacture of the two Albatross on 
the entrance gates belonged to Harry Stone (CAE) Ord an RN 
transferee who was running the Ordnance workshops at the 
time. 
     I can remember seeing large chunks of wood in the Ord-
nance workshops being chopped, shaped and sandpapers by a 
number of Armourers. John Mackie had a lot to do with this. 
 
     At the completion of the carving of the bird, which was done 
in two pieces it was taken to the Black Smith shop where Blackie 
Dowson was given the task of casting them. 
 
     There was some difficulty in finding a suitable  metal for cast-
ing but I heard that the casings from some of the old door locks  
were found to be suitable. I don’t know if it is true or not but I 
believe that all the old door locks in the establishment were 
changed at that time for the new fangled Yale locks, so the birds 
were duly cast. 
 
    Blacksmith Dowson had a somewhat chequered career in the 
Navy. He joined originally as a Musician and was in the Recruit 
class which contained all the first FAA recruits. Early on he was 
found to be a qualified Blacksmith  and  subsequently finished 
his recruit training in this branch. 
 
   When he was at Albatross he combined  both of these skills 
and built a trumpet mouthpiece which fitted into the breech of  a 
303 rifle which he then played as a trumpet. He was a frequent 
guest of the Wardroom Mess Dinners with the Albatross Blue-
jacket Band. His most famous rendition on the “Trifle” was Trum-
pet Voluntry. 
 
How the Bridge was Blocked. 
 
The first New aircraft at Albatross arrived by road packed in a 
large packing case. This was unloaded from the truck the aircraft 
removed and the packing case reloaded on the truck for return 
to Sydney. However nobody realised that without the aircraft the 
weight was considerably less and the tray of the truck rose quite 
a bit. 
 
  Subsequently with the extra height the truck with the packing 
case came to a grinding halt when it became  jammed under the 
Shoalhaven Bridge. The Nowra Police were quickly on the sce-
ne and soon after the Nowra Fire Brigade arrived. 
 
   An urgent call was made to Albatross and the Salvage Section 
truck and Salvage Crane were soon on the scene. 
 
      A conference was being held as to whether to Lower the  

        Attention   RANHFV Members 
 
 It is intended to publish the Unit History of the flight in October 
2008 in conjunction with the celebrations associated with the 
60th Anniversary of the founding of the RAN Fleet Air Arm. 
 
 All who served with the unit are requested to forward their rec-
ollections of service with the HFV. Copies of photos and manu-
scripts should be forwarded to : 
 
 RANHFV History 
 Attention : John Perryman 
 Naval History Section 
 Sea Power Centre—Australia 
 Department of Defence 
 Canberra   ACT  6200 
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Article provided by Don McLaren . 
Subject: Defining PUCKER FACTOR 
 
 PUCKER FACTOR 
 
G. Warren Hall 
Six night landings in the F3B "Demon" during my Carrier Qualifi-
cation phase are still as vivid in my memory as the 10 day land-
ings are hazy.  
As I climbed into the Demon that first time, my concept of a 
"black night" darkened a hundred – or even a thousand-fold.   A 
carrier deck illuminated only by red lights qualifies as one of the 
darkest places in or out of the world.  The darkness was oppres-
sive. 
Until then, the nights around Key West, Fla., had seemed dark, 
alright, but they didn't compare with the near-total, frightening 
blackness of the USS Lexington's mildly pitching deck that 
night.  That kind of darkness was the bogeyman from the prover-
bial dark closet of my youth, the monster lurking behind the rus-
tling tree beside the dark road and the centre of the rock–lined 
well, with its black water 50 ft. below.   It was all my fears come 
true at once. 
Even the familiar glow of the cockpit's red instrument lights pro-
vided little consolation.  Every nightmarish story about the dan-
gers of night carrier operations raced through my mind, rever-
berating with increasing, terrifying intensity.   Back when I'd 
dreamed of becoming a naval aviator, I had failed to imagine the 
stark reality of what faced me at this moment.  The basic Cro-
Magnon response of fight or flee took on a new meaning.   I was 
experiencing "fright and flight" simultaneously.  I was scared to 
death – and willing to admit it. 
I tried to push the night's blackness to the back of my mind and 
set about preparing for my first night catapult launch.   Still, the 
inky blackness continued to flood my consciousness.  A quite 
private conversation with GOD – Lord if this is the end, may I 
please come to be with You? – was my final consolation.      
I followed the waving, ghostly, yellow wands skilfully manipulat-
ed by the deck taxi director, my mind slowly responding to the 
task at hand.   Once I was positioned on the catapult, the wands 
extinguished.  Again, total blackness; not a single light in front of 
me.  The seat of my pants registered a light heave of the deck, 
but my eyes perceived no motion whatsoever.   The world I 
knew no longer existed.  I imagined how a sailor during Colum-
bus's time must have felt, given the era's "flat-Earth theory," as 
he sailed slowly toward a nonexistent black horizon, thinking his 
tiny ship might fall off the Earth's edge at any moment and dump 
him into the black abyss beyond.  
The catapult officer's green wand flashed to life, rapidly twirling 
in a small diameter circular motion.  With calculated reluctance, I 
pushed the throttle full forward, carefully checked each instru-
ment as the J-71 engine slowly spooled up to 100% rpm., hesi-
tated a moment and selected full afterburner. Make sure every-
thing is perfect, before you touch that navigation light switch, I 
cautioned.  Unfortunately, everything looks okay , I decided.  I 
pressed my head hard against the headrest, took a deep breath 
and flipped the switch to "on."   

The catapult officer's green wand made a vertical-circle slice, 
touched the deck and disappeared into the black.   In an eternity 
of less than a second, the catapult's enormous, steam-
generated force pinned me against the seat, accelerating the 
Demon into that black nothingness. 
My full attention and trust were focused on the red glow of a 
dimly lit black-and-gray attitude indicator mounted in the centre 
of the instrument panel.   My life depended on its flawless perfor-
mance.  My internal accelerometer judged the acceleration 
along the catapult as normal, while my brain admonished in slow 
rhythm: Fly those instruments, fly those instruments.  When ac-
celeration ceased, I rotated the nose 10 deg. up, tried to hold the 
wings level and without looking reached for the landing gear 
handle and flipped it up.  
As the altimeter climbed slowly through 300 ft., I deselected af-
terburner and started a gentle left turn downwind.   My heart was 
racing.  The intimidating blackness went unnoticed, for the mo-
ment, as my eyes never wavered from the comfortable familiarity 
of tiny, round instruments behaving quite normally.   Only after 
levelling off at 600 ft. on downwind did I dare risk a glance to my 
left, hoping to catch sight of the carrier.  No such luck.  
"Fly the instruments.  Check your heading.  Come left another 
15 deg.   Fly the instruments," I intoned, creating my own air-
borne litany of guidance.  Incredibly, it was even blacker out 
here than it was on the ship.   I sneaked another peek out-
side.  A red light on the Lexington's mast was barely visible, but I 
had no idea how far away it was or in what direction it was 
steaming.   The "Fox Corpen" (the ship's course) was only a 
notation on my kneepad.  Up here, it was impossible to judge 
distance.   Again my brain cautioned: Fly those instruments be-
lieve those instruments. 
With welcome relief, a voice in the headset interrupted my singu-
lar concentration.  "Alpha Delta 107, turn left, heading 175 deg.; 
perform your landing checks, over."   The ship's radar controller 
sounded calm and professional.  I relaxed in micro-degree, 
slowed the aircraft, extended its landing gear, checked the fuel 
and dropped the hook.   Three tiny green lights assured me the 
gear was down, and the lack of a red light in the hook handle 
confirmed it has extended. 
"Alpha Delta 107, turn left, heading 060; sashape, not direction 
and no motion and your fuel state, over."  the radar controller 
continued. They were merely two small pinpricks of light in a 
black, black sphere of intimidating nothingness.  I now believed 
in the light at the end of the tunnel, but I never expected it to be 
so small or so far away. I don't have enough fuel to fly that far!  I 
thought.  I modified my normal instrument scan to include "Alpha 
Delta 107, 4,200 lb.," I answered, trying to match his calm.  With 
my heart pounding faster than the airplane was flying, I didn't 
fool anyone – especially myself.  
"Alpha Delta 107, come further left, heading 330 deg.  The ship 
will be 1 mi. at your twelve o'clock, over."  
"Alpha Delta 107, roger."  As I rolled out on heading, I sneaked 
another peek straight ahead.   He was right; there was a small 
white light out there, with an even smaller red light suspended 
above it.  Unfortunately, the lights had no occasional peek over 
the nose, trying to reassure myself that the light at the end of  
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the tunnel really was still there.   Fortunately, it was. 
"Alpha Delta 107, half mile; call the ball," the radar controller 
ordered.  I acknowledged, took my eyes off the instruments, and 
tried to make sense of the tiny pattern of lights ahead.   Green 
datum lights of the landing mirror where clearly distinguishable, 
but there was no definition to the runway lights.  I focused my 
attention on the mirror and guessed on the line-up.   As the yel-
low "meatball" appeared between the two lines of green lights, I 
eased the power back and the ball abruptly disappeared, going 
low. 
"Power! Power!"  I made my own LSO (Landing System Officer) 
call.  As the meatball reappeared, I let it ride a little high and 
radioed, "Alpha Delta 107, ball; 4,000 lb."   The familiar and 
friendly voice of the VF-101 LSO answered.  He didn't have to 
ask whether my hook was down; the steady angle-of-attack in-
dexer lights relayed that information.   "One-zero-seven, you're a 
little high; start it down.  Your line-up is good," he stated. 
Small consolation.  I liked the "little high" part, but my line-up 
wasn't at all obvious.   Gradually, the centreline lights separated 
into individual points, but provided little  additional information.  I 
was surprised at how slowly I seemed to be gaining on the 
ship.   The landing area didn't seem to be getting any bigger. 
LSO: "A little power now; hold what you've got."  In the last few 
hundred feet, the runway lights exploded in one rapidly expand-
ing motion and accelerated toward my airplane.   I was lined up 
slightly right but it all happened so fast, it was impossible to cor-
rect in such a short time.  The meatball slid rapidly left and high 
as the F3 slammed onto the deck.   I felt that lovely, firm, hard 
tug as the arresting wire dragged the Demon to a stop, while the 
engine responded to my demand for full power. 
I had made my first night carrier landing.  It was exhilarating, but 
terrifying, too.   It had all happened so fast!  I was powerless to 
know what I had done, right or wrong, but there was little time for 
reflection.  The flight deck director's yellow wands impatiently 
signalled me to raise the hook and start a right turn from the 
arresting gear.   If my heart had been racing after the catapult 
launch, that was only a slow trot compared to what it was doing 
now – even tempered by the relief of being safely aboard.   I still 
had to do this five more times.  There was no doubt night carrier 
landings were not going to be my favourite thing! 
The radio interrupted my thoughts.  "Alpha Delta 107, turn your 
lights off," a stern voice commanded.   Ooops!  I did. 
 We all use term "pucker factor," but I can't think of a situation 
where the term is more appropriate than during a night carrier 
landing.   Pucker factor is not a simple term; it's a combination of 
many elements.  The margins for error in any carrier landing are 
small, and an accumulation of small mistakes can easily and 
quickly create a situation from which recovery is high unto im-
possible.  
 The information available to a pilot at night is dramatically less 
than during the day, too.  A naval aviator always makes an in-
strument approach to a visual landing on the carrier's tiny land-
ing strip, which seems even smaller at night.   After all, it's only 
three short rows of lights that show little relative motion – until 
you're almost on top of them.  
 Pucker factor is knowing you're betting your life on a nearly  

perfect performance – – but with less-than-perfect information, in 
a harsh environment, with anxiety at its peak, and when you 
don't feel comfortable because you don't fly enough at night to 
feel comfortable or proficient.   On top of all that you're scared to 
death.  That' pucker factor. 
 
G. Warren Hall is a NASA test pilot and a Fellow of the Society 
of Experimental Test Pilots.  After graduating from college, he 
joined the U.S. Navy and flew F3B Demon and F-4B Phantom II 
fighters, logging more than 300 carrier landing.  Hall has flown 
more than 65 different aircraft types, including the X-14B, XV-15, 
X-22A, AD-1, Swing Wing and three versions of the unique Ro-
tor Systems Research Aircraft.   He completed 28 years of mili-
tary service as the commander of a California Air National Guard 
Rescue Group, retiring at the rank of full colonel.  Hall also has 
written 73 technical reports. 
 

This is wild     
 1. Grab a calculator. (you won't be able to do this one in your 
head). 
 2. Key in the first three digits of your phone number (NOT the 
area  code). 
 3. Multiply by 80. 
 4. Add 1. 
 5. Multiply by 250. 
 6. Add the last 4 digits of your phone number. 
 7. Add the last 4 digits of your phone number again. 
 8. Subtract 250. 
 9. Divide number by 2. 
  
 Do you recognize the answer? 

How much spare time have you ???       Someone has a lot. 

 
RANHFV  March in Brisbane 
 
 
 The RANHFV members seem to have started a muster at the 
ANZAC Day march here in Brisbane. It all started with Joe Da 
Silva being wanted by his old AB mates from Bear Cat and Dong 
Tam so that we could all  chin wag the history etc. 
 
 
 Is it possible to place a notice re the ‘reunion’ in Slipstream or 
rather its simply a get together of the RAN FAAA section on the 
Anzac Day march in Brisbane. Compliance would be greatly 
appreciated, 
          Dave Benge 
          02 49577760 
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YESTERDAY AND TODAY 
Do you remember 

 
  Our next FAA of A Reunion - 2008 
 
   Time to mark your diary with a very important date.  
  
October next year (2008) in conjunction with the National 
Forum we will be conducting our 60th Anniversary Reunion. 
 
 The actual dates will be formulated at the next National   
Forum but it is anticipated that the event will be held over 4 
days from the 23rd to the 26th of the month. 
 
  The President has already started to get official recogni-
tion and co-operation from the Navy and other departments 
and an “Air Day” is another of the events on his ‘wish list’. 
Copied is a letter from the CN to the effect that at least they 
know we are alive and will give us some support so all we 
need to do is make sure we stay on ‘our perches’ and get 
there. 
 
  The Reunion Committee will no doubt be formed shortly 
and then we should see a lot more information regarding the 
events available -  
           
            WATCH THIS SPACE. 

1.  You had to ‘rise and shine’ at unearthly hours of the morn-
ing. 
2.  The toilets had no doors on them and toilet paper was non 
existent. 
3. You showered in front of other sailors to get ashore early. 
 
4. You had a choice of the meals prepared, ‘take it or leave it’ 
 
.5.You were rostered for duty every second or third night. 
 
6. Captain’s rounds required your work/living areas to be neat 
clean and tidy each month. 
7. Divisions required you to be there and your uniform to be 
spic and span. 
8. A good night ashore left you broke for the rest of the fort-
night and your messmates were in the same boat. 
9. We had our hair cut each FORTNIGHT before receiving 
our pay. 
10. Harry’s Café De Wheels meant a wonderful pie and peas 
with a cup of coffee after a hectic night in the ‘CROSS’. 

1. Now we can get out of bed whenever we want to.    
                                        
2. Your toilet has a door and soft white paper with colourful 

drawings on it and feels nice. 
3. You now shower or relax in an enjoyable hot bath. 
 
4. If what the bride offers is not suitable a ‘Maccas’ or a Chi-
nese meal is available. 
5. There are no duties now; you are captain of your own do-
main. 
6. The only rounds now are to be given ‘the rounds of the kitch-
en’. 
7. Now it is a choice between thongs, bare feet and no shirt. 
 
8. A good night out is becoming a rarity because age does wea-
ry us. The call of the bed is not the ‘call of the wild’. 
9. We had our hair cut each FORTNIGHT before receiving our 
pay. 
10. Now there are no hectic nights but an evening in a delightful 
restaurant. 
                                                                     Fred Wessell 
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Commissioning HMAS Bundaberg 
 
One of the latest patrol boats to be commissioned into the 
RAN’s fleet was commissioned at a ceremony in Bundaberg on 
Saturday 3rd March2007. The event was well represented by ex-
FAA personnel with the MC for the ceremony, Commander Ted 
Wynberg, providing a very professional service. 
 

 
 

HMAS Bundaberg at Bundaberg’s Marina 
 
Two well known FAAA brothers, Ray and Lance (Larry) Larder 
were there for the commissioning. Both, as youngsters, toured 

the original HMAS Bundaberg when it visited Bundaberg around 
the end of WWII. 

 

 
 

Larry and Ray Larder at Bundy RSL 
 
Some members of the RAN Radio Mechanics Association also 
attended with the majority of members being ex-FAA. Also there 
was four members of the RANHFV’s second flight, Ted 
Wynberg, Brian Goener, Adrian Whiteman and John Macart-
ney.Overall it was a most enjoyable event with a chance to wit-
ness the introduction of a new, state of the art ship into the RAN 
and also an opportunity to catch up with old ship mates. 
 
 

 

 
 

John Macartney, Adrian Whiteman and Brian Goener 
 
John Macartney 
Apple Tree Creek 
 
Note from the Editor :  
             The Captain of HMAS Bundaberg ,      
Lt /Cdr Rodney Newbold is the son of  Neville Newbold (dec) an 
ex CPOMET so there is certainly  a long line of association with 
this name and the FAA. 

      Helicopter Flight Vietnam  
 It would seem that you people are very popular this edition 
 
  A request from the Fleet Air Arm Museum to all ex 
RANHFV personnel : 
       Be part of our new and exciting Vietnam  
Display at the Fleet Air Arm Museum. We are looking for per-
sonal memorabilia and artefacts to enhance our new display. 
The exhibit  covering the time the RAN was in Vietnam is  basi-
cally formed around the ‘Huey’ but we need some more arte-
facts and memorabilia to enhance the story. If any of you have 
any items that you would consider donating we would be very 
appreciative of them. No matter how small or large  they will be 
welcomed with open arms.  

Please contact either :                

Terry Hetherington  
Fleet Air Arm Museum Manager                                            
or 

Ailsa Chittick  
Curator Collections  
Fleet Air Arm Museum  
HMAS Albatross  
Albatross Road  
Nowra Hill NSW 2541  
Tel: 02 4424 1920 
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MOMENTS IN TIME 

    POAM  Course   

AED Workshop on 
HMAS Melbourne. 
  
 
Would Work cover 
approve of these 
marvellous working 
conditions in this 
day and age ? 
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Pretty as a picture   -   Tidy and ready to go   

   Chinese border  - Larry Kent, Pat Kelly and Frank Eyck 

 Brian French, Jock Hetherington and Frank Aide in a                                  
                friendly bar in the Phillipines 
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NOWRA  AERODROME,  Some history 
 

 Our aerodrome, and what we now know as H M A S Albatross 
has not always been that and has had a long and varied history 
back from 1934 when the then Nowra Municipal Council ( all 
local councils were amalgamated into Shoalhaven Shire 1948 ) 
established an airfield about 2 miles South East of Nowra in the 
vicinity of Calymea St, roughly at the southern end of the pre-
sent industrial estate.  
 While a civil airfield, it also had a service presence with the    
R A A F using the field during exercises with the R A N when 
they were in Jervis Bay. 
 However, by 1938 the area was found to be unsuitable and the 
Council acquired land along the Braidwood / Nerriga Road on  
Brown’s Hill some 6 miles Southwest of Nowra and is the pre-
sent site of the aerodrome. 
 Construction commenced in March 1938 to form the Nowra 
Municipal Airfield, but WW2 started on 3rd Sept 1939 and the 
RAAF in its wisdom, decided it should also be an Advanced Op-
erational Base from October 1939,but it still remained a grass 
paddock with appropriate sheds and a control tower. 
 In Aug 1940 the RAAF took complete control of the airfield and 
de-licensed Nowra Municipal Aerodrome and began construc-
tion of basic runways and to erect a W/T station with re-arranged 
accommodation. 
 This reconstruction was formally completed on the 21/7/41 
when the aerodrome was Commissioned as RAAF Advanced 
Operational Base  Nowra, and comprised of a Station HQs and 
provision for 2 GR Squadrons. 
 By Nov 1941 it was a base with 734 airman and a part time 
presence of a Gen Rec Squadron comprising Avro Ansons. The 
Ansons were a twin engine low wing monoplane introduced into 
the RAAF in 1936 and then were conceded as top of the line, 
but by 1941 it was basically being used as a support a/c and as 
a trainer. The Anson’s specs were as follows: 
 2 x 350 H.P - Span 56 ft - Lgth 42 ft - Crew 3/4 - Spd. 140 
Knots. Range - 750 n miles - Bomb Load - 360 lbs   
 The Ansons were supported by CAC Wirraways which were 
introduced into the RAAF in 1939 as a single engineer mono-
plane, initially as a fighter and convoy patrol, but like the Anson 
by 1941 was being reduced to support and training roles and 
virtually a jack of all jobs in the R.A.A.F. Their spec were: 
  1x600 HP - Span 42ft - Lgth 25ft - Crew 2 - Spd 200 Knots. 
 Range 750 n miles - Bomb Load 1000 lbs  
 In Dec 41/Feb 42 the R.A.A.F began taking delivery of CAC 
Beaufort a/c as replacements to the aging Ansons and Wirra-
ways and in effect for all the imported medium bombers aircraft. 
 If this sounds like a plug for Australian manufacture, it is, the 
Beaufort, initially of English Bristol design was extensively modi-
fied in Australia to suit our manufacturing and operating condi-
tions by the CAC who in 3 years from 1941 built 700 of these a/c 
and finally equipped all seven medium bomber squadrons oper-
ated by the RAAF in the Pacific, New Guinea, and Borneo Area . 
The Beaufort was a twin engine all metal a/c carrying a crew of 
four and could carry a bomb or torpedo load of 2000 lbs over a  

range of 1000 miles at a top speed of 260 m.p.h. Interesting is 
that the airframes and wings were made in NSW, Vic, and SA, 
railway workshops, the engines of 1200 hp made by GMH, pro-
pellers by de Havilland, undercarriage by Nat Motor Springs and 
sundry other Australian companies for instruments, radios etc, 
all quite an achievement when you consider that prior to 1939 
we had difficulty manufacturing bicycles. CAC went on to build a 
whole range of aircraft inc, Beaufighters, Mustangs, Sabres, etc. 
and is still going on parts of the F111 and F18 aircraft. 
 (Beaufort-2 x 1200 hp - span 57ft - lgth 44ft - crew 4 - spd 270 
mph, range 1000 n miles - bomb ld 2000lbs ) 
 But to get back to the Nowra Base, it was soon found that it 
was unsuitable for the load of the Beaufort a/c and the Dept of 
Air was called in to carry urgent rework of the base and by May 
1942 it was suitable for an Operational Base with a new W/T 
station, runways of 6300ft and 7500ft and to hold two Beaufort 
Squadrons. The Base also included a Torpedo Maintenance 
Section. a Marine Station in Jervis Bay and with bombing and 
torpedo ranges in the area. Aerial Torpedoes  had become an 
important attack weapons after the Japs sank two British Battle 
Cruisers ( Prince of Wales and Repulse ) at Singapore in 1942 
for the loss of 9 Jap torpedo bombers. This new Nowra opera-
tional base was called the Base Torpedo Unit and placed under 
HQ Eastern Command for the area between Tropic of Capricorn 
and the Murray River and included the infamous " Brisbane 
Line" of final defence. 
 This establishment, Base Torpedo Unit, became the RAAF 
Torpedo training station for aircraft and personal and significant 
in the naming of BTU road which runs from Princes H'way up to 
the base on the hill. Along this road was workshops for torpedo 
maintenance and these were located in what has become Davis 
& Herbert’s Timber Yards / Mill and if you look along the road 
you can see concrete igloos which were bomb and torpedo stor-
age bins. 
 The American and Dutch ( N.E.I.) air forces also took ad-
vantage of relatively new and reconstructed air base and used it 
for Conversion Courses ( learn to fly ) to B26 Maurauder and 
B25 Mitchell a/craft, each course was of 4 to 5 weeks and even-
tually they put 3 courses through the base. 
 In fact, a B26 Marauder has the distinction of  being the first 
total crash  at the base when on the 1st June 42 it crashed on 
landing and was destroyed by fire, but no lives were lost. The 
B26 was an efficient air plane, fast and with a good bomb load of 
10000 lbs and powered by 2 x 2000 hp engines, however it had 
a gliding angle of a brick and required a landing approach of 
150/160 mph which made it extremely difficulty to land. Take off 
wasn't so bad, as it had brute force and a tricycle under gear. 
 
 In Aug 1942 the RAAF Sqdns of Beauforts, namely 100 Sqdn 
and 7 Sqdn commenced the initial training in Torpedo dropping 
using the range in Jervis Bay and as a target vessel a ferry 
called the " Burra-Bar" and operated by the RAN. These two 
Sqdns on completion of training went onto become our first 
Beaufort Operational Squadrons, 100 Sqn into Milne Bay N.G. 
taking part in the first Japanese defeat in Sept/Oct1942 in that 
area and in the Bismark Sea battle of March 1943 dropping 
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torpedos in both these engagements, 7 Sqn went to Townsville 
area and became a GR Sqn in the Coral Sea area. 
 Of interest, the Nowra area was subject to heavy rain storms 
in 1942/43 and in fact during Oct 1942 and again in May 1943 
the base was subjected to extreme flooding and required repairs 
to the runways and improvements to the drainage in the area. I 
don't know how Nowra faired but if the hill flooded it would have 
had it problems in its lower areas. 
 While torpedo training was taking place on Beauforts a specific 
GR Sqdn was established in Sept 1942 and designated as 73 
Sqdn and equipped with Ansons for the expressed purpose of 
Convoy Patrol between Gabo Is. and Sydney. It may not be 
known but during 1942 / 43 along the NSW coast, 9 ships were 
sunk, 2 badly damaged and 8 with some damage all by subma-
rines in that period. 
 Torpedo training continued into 1943, initially under the Base 
Torpedo Unit until June 43, all training became No 6 Op Training 
Unit (OTU) and would continue the training function for a newly 
formed 8 Sqdn and replacement crews for both 100 Sqdn and 8 
Sqdn until March 1944 using the Nowra strips and the satellite 
airstrip constructed at Jervis Bay during Sept 1943.The aircrew 
under training were also transferred to the old Jervis Bay Naval 
Station at that time with the cancellation of the commercial 
Guest Houses. 
  It was during this period that the base had some 1460 person-
al and 36 aircraft comprising 23 Beauforts, 7 Ansons, 3 Wack-
etts, 2 Oxfords and 1 Moth and was a major presence in Nowra. 
 I will not go into torpedo dropping training except to say it 
needs practice to learn to fly continually at 50 to 150 ft over both 
sea and land at about 170 mph. In fact during training in this 
area saw the loss of 8 Beauforts crashing into JB a further 14 
Beauforts crashed and were badly damaged with a loss 35 air-
crew. 
 Close to home, a Beaufort A9-194 crashed into St Georges 
Basin just behind  " Christi Mindi " on the 7 th Jan 1944 with a 
loss of 5 crewmen. 
 By March 1944 the need for torpedo trained crews had ceased 
and the Nowra station reverted to the Base Torpedo Unit and 73 
Sqdn Ansons which continued to operate until 15/10/44. when 
the RAAF station was closed down. 
 It is of interest that the RAAF remained in the area through No 
107 Sqdn which used Kingfisher a/c out of St Georges Basin 
from July 1944 until Oct 1945 taking over the function of 73 
Sqdn Ansons. The Kingfisher was a big single engine float 
plane, all metal and with a crew of 2/3. The launching ramp they 
used still remains and is part of a restaurant complex. The re-
maining a/c were ultimately used in the Antarctic by the  Com-
monwealth.  
 With the changing war situation and the assault into the Philip-
pines and onto Japan, the Royal Navy became involved in this 
war and required a service and training base for there aircraft 
carriers and chose Nowra and in July 1944, began developing 
the base to accommodate up to 2000 personal and 90 aircraft. 
 Operations began in Oct 1944, with Corsair, Hellcat, Avenger, 
 Firefly and Martinet aircraft, all heavy single engine a/c being   

The fighter bomber and torpedo a/c of the Royal Navy. The base 
was commissioned as HMS Nabbington on 2 Jan 1945 and was 
the first of 6 Overseas Mobile Airbases and became a very ac-
tive flying station. The RN training simulated  " deck landings " a 
heavy contact with the ground and arrester wire stopping fol-
lowed with " forced take offs " i.e. max power on brakes before 
go. With the load from this very active flying, the runways began 
to break up and again extensive strengthening and repairs were 
undertaken with only minimum restrictions on the flying program. 
 HMS Nabbington had it mishaps and some 13 were killed up 
to 18/3/46 when the Base was "paid off" and the RAAF again 
became caretakers through the Base Torpedo Unit. 
 In Oct 1946, the Dept of Civil Aviation wanted the airbase re-
turned to there control and at stage it comprised two very strong 
airstrips of reasonable length, 6300 and 7500 ft, first class W/T 
facilities, Control Tower and ample hanger facilities and accom-
modation. As governments go, a final decision was made in Dec 
1947 to transfer the whole of the Nowra Aerodrome and its facili-
ties over to the Dept of Navy who in due course commissioned 
as HMAS Albatross in August 1948.  
 As HMAS Albatross, it was set up as the major Naval Air Sta-
tion for the servicing and maintenance of Naval aircraft and to 
include the pilot conversions to its various aircraft . 1st major 
operation was on the 15 th May 1949 when the HMAS Sydney, 
our first aircraft carrier, " decanted " its a/c onto HMAS Alba-
tross. Decanting to the navy means that its a/c are barged from 
the carrier to land, in this case JB station and then towed along 
the road to Nowra base. In this instance it comprised of 805 
Sqdn (Sea Furies ) and 816 Sqdn ( Fire Flies). 
 The Korean conflict erupted 25/6/50 and our aircraft carriers 
were to play a significant part in the action and this was reflected 
in the activity at Albatross with the training of/and conversion of 
pilots and aircraft maintenance. The carrier Sydney was to as-
sisted in the Korean action by the on loan RN - HMAS Venge-
ance which had a combined total of  4 Sqdns comprising 805, 
808 ( fighters-Sea Furies ) and 816,817 ( antisub / bombers - 
Fire Flies )  From experience in the action, the value of helicop-
ters was recognised and on March 1953 the navy acquired 
"Sycamore " helicopters and formed  723 Sqn. By today's stand-
ard a lightweight but very useful as communication helo for 5 
people. 
 The requirements of the navy was changing and in 1955, the 
on loan RN Vengeance was replaced with HMAS Melbourne, an 
aircraft carrier built to take Jet a/c and the RAN then progres-
sively changed from propeller fighter a/c to jet a/c. 
 It may be interesting to note that flying characteristics of pro-
peller and jet a/c are totally different in landing and take off, in 
the propeller a/c the propeller generate power standing on its 
brakes for take off, while the jet, especially the early centrifugal 
compressor type engines, did not generate power until they 
were moving and hence the need for catapult assistance on take 
off. On landing, propeller a/c can generate power quickly if they 
miss the hook while jets were slow to respond and hence landed 
power on ready to go around again. 
 This take off and landing characteristics of jets is noticeable on 
modern carrier layouts and noted on the Melbourne with the  
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" take off " section angled out the side with a steam catapult and 
a longer " land " section with the a/c lift at bow ready to clear a/c  
after landing. With all the changes going on in a/c types, Alba-
tross was active in training and changeovers to new a/c for the 
next 20 years from 1958 being the end of propeller a/c, Sea Fu-
ries, to its replacement with turbo jet Sea Venoms, that's the 
twin boom a/c on the pole at the roundabout in Nowra. Sqdns 
805 & 808 were the first to receive jet a/c. The recon Sqdns 816 
& 817 using Fire Flies had them replaced with Gannets, a big 
turbo contra- rotating prop a/c with 2950 hp. With the changes 
the Sydney became unsuitable as a carrier and was converted 
to Supply /Tank Ship. Changes continued when in 1962 when 
Wessex Helicopters were introduced forming a new Sqdn, 725 
and to replace the Gannets of 817 Sqdn. In 1963 a new Sky 
Hawk  jet fighter with axial flow compressor engine was intro-
duced to replace the Sea Venoms of 805 & 808 Sqdns and at 
the same time Tracker a/c,an anti sub/recon a/c of  two piston 
engines configuration was introduced to replace the remaining 
Gannets of 816 Sqdn. 
 It was during all this training and cooperation exercises with 
the navy fleet off Jervis Bay that Melbourne and the Voyager 
collided on 10/2/1964 with the loss of 81 men and the Voyager. 
 Reflecting on the Tracker a/c it was unusual in our navy as it 
was twin engine monoplane specifically designed for anti sub-
marine / recon work and with a crew of 3 could maintain flight for 
10 hours at 150 mph and still carry 10000 lbs of stores. A Pro-
bus members Ted Turner gave an interesting talk on his police 
investigation into the hanger fire at Albatross which destroyed 10 
of the Tracker a/c, Ted Turners investigation found that a medi-
cally unstable sailor planned and set the fire. 
 In  1982  The government of the day decided that we did not 
need aircraft carriers and HMAS Melbourne was withdrawn from 
service and its a/c being the Sky Hawks and Trackers together 
with their spares to be sold off.The Sky Hawks were sold to New 
Zealand and ironically the a/c together with pilots and main-
taince crews were leased back for exercises with the RAN.  The 
Trackers were more difficult to sell and are scattered or in store . 
 By  1984  HMAS Albatross was home base for all Navy Heli-
copters and comprised of 3 Sqdns 816 , 817 , &  723 all 
equipped with Sea King and Sea Hawk a/c. Both helicopters 
have twin turbo jet engines and equipped the most modern anti 
sub and recon equipment with the Sea Hawk being the most 
modern of helos.  As a training and service station since its in-
ception in 1948  Albatross has had a good safety record, losing  
only 22 a/c including 3 helicopters since its inception. 
 In it present capacity as Royal Aust Navy Air Station HMAS 
Albatross, it services, maintains and supplies helicopters to all 
fleet vessel in all operations, together with the training of pilots 
and service engineers. It has most modern service equipment 
for the sofisticated helos a complete service and maintenance 
sector for navy avionics, a Flight Simulator for Sea- Hawk Helos, 
together with hanger space for all its aircraft. 
 Most of the fixed wing aircraft we now see operating out of 
Albatross are  Carabou and Hercules operated by the RAAF and 
are associated with the Army Parachute School which was es-
tablished adjacent to Albatross in 1985. The R.A.A.F. a/c are  

based at Richmond and use the aerodrome at Albatross. 
  Today, the Nowra Air Field started in 1936 has moved 
through many operations, Civil, R.A.A.F. American and Dutch, 
Royal Navy, and finally the Royal Aust Navy as H.M.A.S. Alba-
tross and associated Army Parachute Training School and co-
vers an area of approx  960  acres, has two very strong runways 
of  2046  and  2095 meters length, an infrastructure about  300 
million dollars with a current expansion program under consider-
ation which will make Albatross, the Navy's major establishment. 
 This development is to include a new Squadron Complex for 
the existing 816 Sqdn, a new 805 Sqdn, a new Air Traffic Con-
trol Tower, modernisation of the Airfield Lighting System, new 
Aircraft Parking Shelters, a new Photographic Centre, an up to 
date Training Centre of 3600 sq. metres to group the existing 
centres, and a modernisation of the Explosive Storage Facilities. 
A contract for this Stage I Development at $ 61 million was let in 
1998 for completion 2000, with Stage II under design and esti-
mated at $40 million to be let in the near future. 
  It is known that Shoalhaven Shire Council is to provide an 
Industrial site facility adjacent to Albatross to accommodate Pri-
vate subcontracting to the Navy Establishment. 
 The Civil attachment whose license was withdrawn on 1st Aug 
1940 has since 1945 been accepted as tenants on the western 
end of the drome along Braidwood Rd. but must accept Service 
flying control. A new commercial terminal is planned under the 
current development and will be sited in that area as well. 
 The Australian Naval Air Museum was first started in Dec 74 
by some farsighted navy personal and volunteers and has grown 
from its first visual presence in some old buildings at the north 
end of the drome in 1982  to its new impressive Museum open in 
Nov 1992 and will provide cover for all its vintage aircraft. a com-
plete listed memorabilia section, a bookshop and on first floor a 
restaurant and conference rooms which over looks the flying 
area.            
 An article written by R.Whitwell in 1996 and updated—not a 
bad effort for a civvie 

 

Make any birdie smile—                                                                               
       Three carrier strike groups get together in for-
mation for a great photo op. USS ABRAHAM LINCOLN,  KIT-
TYHAWK  AND  RONALD  REAGAN 
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Boeing 747 Large Cargo Freighter Rolls Out 

TAIPEI, Aug. 17, 2006 -- Boeing  has rolled the first 747-400 
Large Cargo Freighter (LCF) out of the hangar at Taipei's 
Chiang Kai-Shek International Airport. The enormous airplane is 
the first of three specially modified jets that will be used to 
transport major assemblies for the all-new Boeing 787 Dream-

         Ronald Reagan towers 20 stories above the waterline, 
displaces approximately 95,000 tons of water, has a flight deck 
width of 252 feet, and at 1,092 feet long, is nearly as long as the 
Empire State Building is tall. This floating airfield has a flight 
deck that covers 4.5 acres. Reagan's two nuclear reactors are 
capable of more than 20 years of continuous service without 
refuelling, providing virtually unlimited range and endurance, and 
a top speed in excess of 30 knots.  The ship will support a wide 
variety of aircraft, including the   F/A-18 Hornet and F/A-18 Su-
per Hornet strike fighters, the F-14 Tomcat fighter, the E-2 Haw-
keye airborne early warning aircraft, the C-2 Greyhound logistics 
aircraft, the S-3 Viking anti-submarine aircraft, the EA-6 Prowler 
electronic warfare aircraft and the multi-role SH-60 and MH-60 
helicopters. 

           The Australian Defence Force will be equipped with a fleet 
of long range tactical Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to be 
used as Army’s ‘eyes in the sky’ which will play a crucial intelli-
gence and surveillance role in Australia's combined arms force 

 
Use vertical strokes when washing windows outside and 
horizontal for  inside  windows. 
 This way you can tell which side has the streaks.  
 
Straight vinegar  will get outside windows really clean.  Don't 
wash windows on a sunny day.  They will dry too quickly and will 
probably streak. 

The latest addition to a range of ‘Transporters’ for the retired and 
physically embarrassed population. Latest trends are aimed at 
combining operations to make life easier. 

  Large, Small and Useful 
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 Tracker 845 gets air-
borne for the first time 
since 1976, courtesy of 
Ison's crane.  The new 
security fence around 
RANAS meant that re-
placing the Tracker with 
Gannet XG-888 in front 
of the Museum was not a 
simple task. 

   
   To allow the Museum aircraft exhibition hall to be scrubbed clean and rejuvenated, all the display aircraft were relocated to sev-
eral locations within HMAS ALBATROSS.  Here we see the helicopter car-ports adjacent to the old J-Hangar providing protection 
to some of those aircraft. 
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  Transformation of the Fleet Air Arm Museum is progressing 
well towards our opening and re-dedication by CN  on the  6th 
May 2007.  Over the past three months all the staff and volun-
teers have had one focus, the completion of the biggest transfor-
mation the Museum has ever undergone. 
 
 The two curators, Ian Chorlton and Ailsa Chittick, and their 
respective volunteer teams, have busied themselves with cata-
loguing, dismantling, recording, and cleaning the hundreds of 
display items.  The design concepts for our new ‘Wings Over 
Water’ display have been refined and expanded by the staff in 
consultation with the Naval Heritage Collection Director, Com-
mander Shane Moore, and Ms Romaine Teahan, the director of 
Spatchurst design consultancy.  The award-winning designs for 
the Naval Heritage Centre at Garden Island were also performed 
by Spatchurst. 
 
 A clean-sheet approach has been applied to the ‘Wings Over 
Water’ display and visitors will be amazed at the innovative and 
dramatic appearance of the new exhibition.  As well as all of the 
smaller artefacts and display cases being completely remod-
elled, the aircraft exhibition hall has been emptied, and all the 
previously suspended aircraft will be brought back to ground 
level for incorporation into the themed displays. 
 
 As mentioned in my first report, new advertising signage has 
now been erected at all the roadside positions leading into 
Nowra from the north, south and west.  The Museum entrances 
have now been adorned with the new eye-catching signs and 
logos.  The fire-damaged Grumman Tracker 845 that previously 
greeted visitors at our entrance has been replaced by Fairey 
Gannet XG-888, the globe-trotting T.5 model that first came to 
Australia in 1958, was sold back to the RN in 1967, and was re-
acquired by the Museum ten years ago.  
 
 Margot Napier, our resources and communications officer has 
been busy distributing brochures to the many tourist information 
centres, accommodation venues, schools and centres through-
out the Shoalhaven.  It is Margot’s job to co-ordinate visits to the 
Museum and during this period of redevelopment it has been 
necessary for her to reschedule tour groups and advise prospec-
tive visitors of our temporary closures.  She will be very relieved 
after 6th May when she can again say we are ‘open for busi-
ness’. 
 
 Planning for the 6th May Official Opening and Air Day is well in 
hand and with the full backing of the executive management 
team of HMAS ALBATROSS, the event is guaranteed to be a 
major success.  In excess of 20,000 public visitors are expected 
to attend, as well a large retinue of dignitaries and official  

guests.   
 Entertainment will be fast and furious with a diverse flying 
programme featuring Navy helicopters, RAAF jets, the 
‘Roulettes’ aerobatic team, Army parachutists and the ever pop-
ular Warbirds and classic aircraft. 
 
 The team from the Fleet Air Arm Museum are looking for-
ward to welcoming FAA Association members to our official 
opening; your ongoing support is well appreciated. 
 

 TERRY HETHERINGTON 
MANAGER OF THE FLEET AIR ARM MUSEUM 

 Renowned artist supports new Fleet Air Arm Museum 
 
  Well known Australian artist of local origin, Leonard Long 
kindly offered his support to the Museum in the way of a painting 
to be hung there. The negotiations were orchestrated by Jacqui 
Gilmore and the presentation was made out on the decked area 
at ‘Café Jen’ at the Museum.  
 The painting was accepted on behalf of the Navy by Captain 
Bob Morrison, Commanding Officer of HMAS Albatross. 
 
 Captain Morrison, John Downton ( local artist, NSW FAA Hon-
orary member and official Naval artist who himself has donated 
paintings to the Museum), Eric Wainman and Jacqui Gilmore at 
the hand over - note in the background, an A4 being moved dur-
ing the re-hashing of the Museum, not as some have expressed 
their opinion—’taxiing for takeoff’. 
 
 As reported by the South Coast Register 
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 I am looking forward to the Air Day and formal hand-over of 
the Fleet Air Arm Museum on Sunday 6th May. The Museum is 
currently closed for major refurbishment and I await the outcome 
with interest. It was pleasing to see the new signage for the 
“ FLEET AIR ARM MUSEUM “ in all the prominent places on my 
last visit. I am hoping to catch up with many old friends at the Air 
Day. 
  
      Chief of Navy has responded favourably to my request to 
have other Navies invited to our 60th Anniversary celebrations in 
October next year and has delegated organizational responsibil-
ity to the Maritime Commander. A liaison officer has been ap-
pointed and planning is underway. I am still waiting for construc-
tive suggestions from State Divisions for this major event. ( A 
copy of the Maritime Commander’s letter is attached! ) 
  
      It was gratifying that lengthy negotiations with the Naval As-
sociation came to a satisfactory conclusion with the signing of a 
formal agreement for the management and operation of the 
White Ensign Club on 1st March. The White Ensign Club was an 
important part of the early history of the Fleet Air Arm in the 
Shoalhaven and we intend that it should continue to play an 
important role in the future. For those of you who have not seen 
the new complex, the Air Day on 6th May provides a good oppor-
tunity to visit. 
A BBQ and refreshments will be available for FAAA members. 
  
      On Thursday 1st March, I attended a ceremony at Albatross 
to mark the 40th Anniversary of the hoisting of the Australian 
White Ensign. I was pleased to meet the new CO, Captain Bob 
Morrison, ( a former ship-mate ), who has made an impressive 
start in his new command. Morale appeared high at Albatross, 
but, I was very concerned that the Sea Sprite fiasco drags on 
and that many Air Crew are achieving only minimal hours. I un-
derstand that Navy is wet leasing four helicopters to help solve 
this problem! 
  
      Best wishes to all FAAA members and their families. 
  
  
                                                                      David Farthing 

NATIONAL 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

 
   

 

  Initially flagged in the 2006 AGM Minutes, the position of 
National Secretary will become vacant when my 3-year term 
expires at the 2007 AGM Meeting. During Informal discussions 
with colleagues and friends, there seems to a mind-set that the 
vacancy should automatically be filled by another NSW Member. 
From a purely practical viewpoint, whilst this may have some 
merit, I do not feel that it is the only way. 

  On the contrary, because many changes to the way we do 
things have occurred during my watch, with electronic data 
transfer now the dominating method of carrying out nearly all 
business, my belief is that most of the functions could be carried 
out in locations quite remote from the Nowra area.   

  Comprehensive use of the electronic mailing process, a sig-
nificant simplification of the Slipstream mail-out procedure are 
just two of the major changes which suggest to me that a volun-
teer from one of the other Divisions may care to take on this 
'interesting' role. At the very least, please give the idea some 
thought.  

 
    Finally, please be advised that in May/June this year, I will be 
'on tour' again, not another 2,000Km pedal power on this occa-
sion, but on an 85,000 tonne luxury cruise liner for a 3-week tour 
of the historic sights 0f the Mediterranean, followed by a 4 -week 
land tour of Britain/Austria. Please note the actual dates 
are from May 8th until June 28th.                   
 Tom McDonald 

NATIONAL SECRETARY’S 
REPORT 

The new ‘Guard’ for WA -   
      Keith Taylor -  Sec / Scribe,  Clive Mayo -Treasurer ,  Win-
ston James -  Pres ,  Tom Fish  and  John Brown  -     V/P's 
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Attention on the flight deck! 
 
  It was irresponsible of me to miss mentioning in the last is-
sue a number of encounters last year, as an almost unprece-
dented number of representatives of the Victoria Division wend-
ed their way up the east coast, bound for the 2006 National 
AGM. Avoiding the ritualistic convoy of veterans, the then Presi-
dent, ‘Hank’ Fargher and I, seated inches above the macadam 
in my vintage Celica, joined forces with the team at Orbost to 
renew acquaintances with old shipmates and now hoteliers, 
Denis and Gloria Fleming, genial hosts of the Orbost Club Hotel. 
The convoy of veterans settled in for a lengthy luncheon while 
the President and I continued on to Merimbula for a visit to the 
President’s daughter. 
  A traditional overnight at the Golf View Motel in Eden facili-
tated a meeting with a number of ‘displaced’ members, Bryan 
and Jenny Roberts, Harry Philistine, ‘Creamy’ Browning and Nev 
Cowgirl at a local club, Nev decked out in Boy Scouts’ uniform 
and ‘Creamy’ proudly displaying a prominent face full of whisk-
ers. Bryan later advised that he ‘worked the radio’ again on the 
0200 to 0600 shift during the Sydney-Hobart race. The annual 
migration to Nowra for recurrent AGM’s is a much more pleasur-
able test of endurance with such friendly interludes en route. 
It has been heartening to succeed in attracting a few ‘old timers’ 
back to the pack, thanks largely to the efforts of Warren Kemp 
and Les Jordan. The distraction of the effects of age has seen 
the slight decrease in the enthusiastic attendance at events of 
some, understandably, but it is heartening to witness the contin-
ued dedication of membership in spite of a variety of physical set
-backs, a measure of the pride of belonging. 
  We are delighted to welcome back the likes of Mike (George) 
Lovell, Mike Thorne, Geoff Williams, Anthony Smith and John 
Fields, hoping that we might be able to field a more appropriate 
representation at the imminent Anzac Day march and the follow-
ing catered lunch at the Melbourne Naval Centre (ESU). 
  A number of our members have been in and out of hospital 
in recent times. We are always anxious when they go in, but 
very relieved when we hear they have all come out, intact. 
  Our congratulations are extended to Rear Admiral Neil Ralph 
DSC AM AO RAN (Ret’d) on his assumption of the office of Pa-
tron of the Australian Warbirds Association, another feather in a 
‘flyboy’s’ cap. 
  The rapid passage of precious time sees us all looking for-
ward to the planned major reunion in Nowra in October, 2008, 
and the prominence that occasion represents on our calendar. I 
am sure our National President, David Farthing, would sincerely 
appreciate any and all suggestions the membership may enter-
tain for the outstanding success of this event, perhaps the finale  

for many of us. I just need to find someone well enough heeled 
to sponsor a Sea Fury for me to ‘strut my stuff’!!!!!!! 
  Long term planning for a luncheon at Anzac House on the 
18th January, fell into disarray when, within just a couple of 
weeks of the event, Anzac House suddenly advised that their 
caterers did not begin operations until after that date, so cancel-
lation was inevitable. It was intended to honour the 96th anniver-
sary of the first deck landing by Eugene Ely in 1911, an invitation 
having been extended to the United States Navy’s Attaché and 
his wife. An embarrassing phone call had to be made, post 
haste, to Canberra to advise of this last minute cancellation. Talk 
about throwing a spanner in the works! 
  Our recent AGM saw the election of Ron Christie for a return 
term as Victoria Division President, allowing past President 
‘Hank’ Fargher recovery time after a serious period of hospitali-
sation. Of course, Ron’s ever faithful wife, Valda, could not, 
therefore, avoid stepping back into the role of Social Coordina-
tor, a role she has acquitted honourably for so long in the past. 
Other than that, others elected to office were much the same as 
for 2006. One would thus assume that the rest of us must be 
doing an acceptable job!! 
  Committee member, Peter Barnes came off second best 
after a confrontation with a number of hoons harassing his wife 
in their front garden one evening, recently. Thankfully, he has 
now recovered, physically, but how do you assess such mem-
bers of the younger generation with so little control over them-
selves. I can think of many places they should be sent to earn 
the right to enjoy the freedom with which they have been provid-
ed. 
   Not a lot to report this time round so…..  
                        Carry on! 

VICTORIA DIVISION 

Clem Con-
lan, 
Nev      
Cowgill, 
Les 
Jordan, 
John Ikin 
(obscured) 
Bryan 
Roberts 

‘Creamy’ 
Browning, 
Les 
Jordan, 
John 
Ikin, 
Bryan  
Roberts 
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SOUTH AUSTRALIAN  
DIVISION 

OK, so that’s the 16th of March 07 and the first drink is on the 
President. 
 
 John Saywell OAM has been very busy attending the Consul-
tative Committee meetings and the Ships Association meetings 
in the hope of keeping the Division up to speed with the ever 
changing matters relating to Veterans and Navy issues. How he 
finds the time remains one of those enduring mysteries.  
 
 One issue that spring to mind is the Repat Hospital being 
lumped into the greater Southern Health Region and with all the 
ramifications for Veterans generally. This has fired up Peter 
Coulson from Mt Gambia who expressed his opinion in response 
to my request, in an informative and proper manner. God help 
those faceless men who draw up these proposals for considera-
tion. General enquiry has anyone found this Vince Fazio charac-
ter. I wonder if he is a lost family member who owes me money. 
Just a thought. 
 
 Ian Laidler and I were invited to represent the Division at the 
Bangka Straits Memorial Service held in the heat on Sunday the 
18th February. What the hell is the Bangka Straits I hear you ask!  
Well I’m glad you asked as I didn’t know until I researched the 
subject myself. Apparently, after escaping the Japanese attack 
on Singapore, these young nurses with their charges, boarded a 
boat for the night trip to safety. They were spotted by Japanese 
bombers and attacked and sunk. Most made it to shore where 
soldiers from the Japanese army rounded them all up, separated 
the men and walked them off down the beach where they were 
murdered. On returning to the nurses, they motioned the nurses 
into the water where they raked them in the back with machine 
gun fire. Sister Vivian Bulwinkle was shot through the stomach 
and despite her injuries, played dead until the morning where 
she was found by friendly natives and hidden. She remained the 
only witness to the Bangka Strait massacre. Vivian Bulwinkle 
died in 2002. So the Service was all about women in the armed 
services and those who stayed behind to serve. 
 
 The Port Adelaide Aviation Museum visit has been shelved, 
particularly the timing of our March AGM for that day. All too 
hard as we would not have enough time in the space provided to 
have our regular meeting followed by the AGM then the normal 
meeting with the brand new committee leading. So we have 
handballed it for a social event in the near future. Can you imag-
ine the girls swanning around the aircraft kicking the tyres while 
we attended an AGM then asking them to continue on as we 
looked around the aircraft after the meeting? I can feel the stab-
bing pain already. Ok so look for the invite in our local Fly Navy 
magazine. 
 
 Dinsley’s last Fly Navy edition had photographs of several 
members attending a special visit to HMAS Success over Navy 
Week. Unfortunately, the photos are too dark to scan to be in-
cluded here. The gang had a good look behind the scenes in 
this new mans navy. 

    
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 I see most of us survived Christmas Day and what follows plus 
the ever tiring New Year wind up of friends and family some of 
whom you won’t see again until that time next year. Thinking 
back, just who was that family member who borrowed the $20 
off me?  
 
 The Association Christmas Dinner held at the Belair Cellars 
went off very well. Never disappointed with the selection of fresh 
food hot or cold. A good cross section of members attended and 
I will name a few here just in case they owe you money. Graham 
Rohrsheim, Graham Beatles Bailey, Michael Cain, Dinsley 
Cooper, Ian Laidler, Henry Young, and the rest will be debt free 
including me. 
 
 Our Picnic in the Park was cancelled due to the very wet and 
blustery weather conditions prevailing at the time. Blowing in 
from Victoria I believe. Had invited the SNO for SA and his fami-
ly to join us for the day as a meet and greet session. Ian Laidler 
had to chase up the duty officer at Keswick and badger him to 
contact the SNO and cancel out.  
 
 Vice president Des Reardon rescheduled the picnic for the 4th 
of February and immediately the Sods Law component kicked 
into action and delivered a 39 degree day to be enjoyed by 
members under the spreading Morton Bay fig trees. As it hap-
pened, the day was a great success with 26 members and part-
ners turning up. 
 
 The two Grahams mentioned above turned up, in fact Graham 
Bailey turned up with his new Bride so how’s that for courage? 
Doug and Ruth Morris from down South attended along with 
Mike Stubbington with his son and daughter in law plus two 
grandchildren, the ever friendly Jack Kreig and partner, Tony 
and Kathleen Ahern with two friends plus Ken and Ann Adams 
from off the farm, Richard and Bev Kirkman, John Saywell OAM, 
Michael and Kathleen Cain along with Dinsley Cooper. From all 
reports a hot but enjoyable day. As for those who for whatever 
reason could not attend, too bad. Wait till next year. 
 
 If you check our web-site, you will notice that our upcoming 
AGM will now be conducted at our normal meeting place, the 
Kilburn RSL starting around 1930 and ending when the secre-
tary falls asleep. All positions will be declared vacant and mem-
bers will be invited to fill those vacant positions. Do come along 
and participate in running your Division. Really not that hard and 
the money’s good. 
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WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
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 Had hoped to get down to the Avalon International Air Show 
being held over the 20th to 25th of March 07. Being working class 
and on contract has it’s limitations as those who have been re-
moved from that class can only imagine. Hope to break free in 3 
years or sooner if the charges are proved against me. 
 
 This years ANZAC Day will be no different than last year and if 
that leggy blonde is still forming the cheer squad as we ap-
proach the saluting dais, well,  I could be hit by a number 7 bus 
right now and be thankful I had seen her. Check Dinsley’s maga-
zine for details. We lunch at the Hampstead for those of us who 
survived the long march. 
 
 I believe our President, John Siebert, has received an invita-
tion to attend the Navy Birthday at Keswick Barracks in March 
where he will be introduced to our new Senior Naval Officer, 
Cmdr Andrew Jackman and staff. The invite had to be re-
directed from my address to his. A bit of problem with the mili-
tary intelligence department as John has been at the same ad-
dress since taking on the heady job of President and Keswick 
should know that. Anyway I am keeping a lookout for my invita-
tion, although I suspect it may have been lost in the post.  
 
 Finally, a cheer up call to our own members. Richard Widger 
who is now on the repair list after having some skin cancers 
removed. Paul Shiels according to all reports, is progressing 
back to full health. Jack Kreig is on the loose again so I can only 
guess he is fit as a Mallee Bull. Ian Laidler is still married to Dee 
but seems to enjoy her company. For all those other members 
battling their demons, here and interstate, remember that this 
big naval fraternity we share has someone somewhere thinking 
of you. Frightens me how powerful this connection remains after 
all these years. 
 
A thought. 
 
 The cult of the heavy bomber in Germany during the First 
World War resulted in some extraordinary craft. 
One of the strangest was the Linke-Hofmann R1 which em-
ployed transparent Cellon to cover the fuselage, in an attempt to 
make the aircraft difficult to spot. The plan failed as sunlight 
made the aircraft incandescent and a particularly easy target for 
fighters or ground artillery. To add to it’s problem, the Cellon 
tightened in the heat or sagged in the damp. One volunteer from 
the ranks please step forward. 
 
Roger Harrison 
Hon. whipping boy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Greetings for 2007, from all of us on this side of the ‘rabbit-
proof fence’, with Tubby Gilmour’s Handlers reunion attracting 
quite a crowd from over East it may just put pressure on the 
fence. It looks  good and non-handler members of the WA Divi-
sion will also join in. 
 
 We have had our AGM for 2007 and it saw the retirement of 
our long serving Secretary Peter Welsh. Peter , wife Karen v 
family will be relocating back to NSW later this year and we wish 
them well. 
 
 President Winston James formally thanked Peter for his out-
standing services to the Division and Federal Executive over the 
last several years which was unanimously endorsed by all mem-
bers present. 
  
I was elected to the position of Secretary and I hope I can main-
tain the standard that has been set. As there were no nomina-
tions for any other positions, all previous serving members were 
re-elected to their respective positions. 
 
 After much discussion and debate we finally settled upon the 
wording to be used on our proposed ‘ Plaque for Monument Hill’, 
Fremantle. We now have to have it made and raise some funds 
to pay for it. 
 
 Year 2006 ended with a very good afternoon at ‘Rosie 
O’Grady’s’, enjoyed by all. Joe Kruger had beginner’s luck by 
picking up the hamper in our raffle, his luck continued at the 
AGM where he again picked up a couple of more prizes. We 
don’t have any more functions now until Anzac Day, if it doesn’t 
rain ( a foreign word here as it is the driest I have seen in WA in 
the 30 years I have been here); we should get a good attend-
ance 
 
 Until next time , all the best to all members, keep well and 
keep smiling. 
 
 Keith ( Squizzy) Taylor)  

 Keith Taylor
ston James
Brown

When you get a splinter, reach for the scotch tape before resort-
ing to  tweezers or a needle. Simply put the scotch tape over the 
splinter, and  then  pull it off. Scotch tape removes most splinters 
painlessly and easily. 
 
  Unclog a drain.  Clear the sink drain by dropping three Alka 
Seltzer tablets down the   drain  followed by a cup of  Heinz 
White Vinegar. Wait a few minutes,   and then run the hot water. 

 
  A sealed envelope - Put in the freezer for a few hours, then 
slide a   knife under the flap. The envelope can then be re-
sealed.  (hmmmmmm...) 
 
Spray a bit of perfume on the light bulb in any room to create a 
lovely light scent in each room when the light  is turned on. 
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GRRR!   

BANG?

  Hullo to everyone for 2007. Two months into it already! We 
spent a couple of weeks in Melbourne last month and came 
back as smoked as a mackerel! We felt for those living under the 
constant pall of smoke. Even after 2 days of lovely rain which 
put the fires out, the smoke was still thick. Went to the Australian 
Open to see Bagdatis play Monfis, the black French guy, and it 
was a terrific match. We were so high in the stadium, had to be 
issued with oxy masks and crampons, but the vis was excellent. 
The interesting thing was that we were surrounded by people 
from all over the world-small place now! We went up to Kinglake, 
top of the Yarra Valley, to a Raspberry Fair. Pick your own, but 
the Raspberries were shrivelled up from the drought. I got 6 or 
so but they tasted like sawdust. Fun day though, as it was a 
country fair with thousands of people there. Wine tasting on the 
way home was a much better proposition! The day after arriving 
in Melbourne, we had a call from a friend to say that we had a 
bad water burst (the 7th) & our hall/carpet was flooded. We were 
able to arrange all of the necessary work to be done quickly so 
then put it out of our minds (almost!) for the rest of our time 
there. 
 
  Our Xmas BBQ at Teralba Park was fun in the rain. Luckily, 
paddy and Ron Powell and Gary Reid had got a shed for us and 
had rigged up a tarp from Swampy Marsh’s boot for some pro-
tection. It fined up fairly quickly luckily, though every now & then, 
a gout of water would run off the tarp to catch the unwary. Mick 
finally had a win in our raffle-after 14 years or so! We got a pho-
to on his camera which I hope will be sent for this issue.  

QUEENSLAND DIVISION 

 
  There were about 25/30 present-a good roll up in spite of the 
weather. Dulcie Blair was crook with the flu so didn’t come. Ian & 
Florence Henderson came along and brought Shirley Neilsen 
with them. They had decided to sell their caravan finally and put 
it on EBAY and it sold in a flash. Ian reckoned he could have 
sold a few more. 
 
  We’ll be holding our AGM on 18 March at the Currumbin 
RSL again. Might attract some of the Gold Coasters! The meet-
ing starts at 10am, then lunch-picnic- after. Dave Randall has 
had back surgery recently, but I know he and Joan will be there 
if he can make it. 
 
  Arthur Johnson and Maxine have been down for a few days. 
Arthur has had to get back into the saddle again for a while-he’d 
retired in September, but one of the managers had got cancer 
and had to go, so--- busy, busy. I’ve offered to assist but, luckily, 
Arthur hasn’t taken that one too seriously. Had an email from 
Michael Sandberg recently trying to locate one of the ex Tracker 
Pilots. Many of you will recall that it was his father, Sandy, who 
ejected with Brian Dutch from the Venom one night at Nowra -a 
few days ago. I’ve passed on his regards to Brian. 
 
 Warren and Maria Walters drove 140 Miles or so recently to 
Fort Smith for a meeting re his application for US Citizenship. It 
began to snow heavily and by the time they got to Fort Smith, it 
was very heavy, heavy and there were cars and trucks strewn all 
over the shop. Luckily, they had front wheel drive so were ok. 
So, next am, early, they get to the office-big, burly Cop (probably 
the one I met there) says “No Go, Pal. The office is closed be-
cause it’s snowing-apparently?” “Go home. They’ll call you!” So 
they have a long drive home. Eventually, he’s had the meeting 
and last news was that he’s been called again for the final exam-
ination(?) but had sent his passport off to the Brazilian Embassy 
for a visa or maybe a “Brazilian?” Further news at a later date. 
 
  Anzac Day will see us 1st cab off the rank at last, but I’m told 
we’ll be under the threat of marching to a Pipe Band again so it’ll  
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Raspberry Jam?  

Wine-tasting  

be a slow trot again. Met some of the QLD Police Pipe Band,  
(who played at the recent Edinburgh Tattoo), in Montville recent-
ly. Their playing caused a gaggle of Dragon Flies to circle over-
head then when the music stopped, so would the Dragons. As 
soon as the pipes got going again, so would the Dragon Flies-
very odd! But—they all flew around in step, as I told one of the 
Pipers. 
We’ll be going to the Spring Hill Hotel again for the afternoon 
and will be able to order from the menu which hopefully will 
solve catering problems if 90 or so roll up like last time when we 
told them to cater for 60 or so. 

  It’s been a tough year in that we’ve lost 5 of our blokes-Col 
Bucholz, Trevor Crichton, Peter Harris, Noel Fischer and Don 
(Duck) Kennedy. Some we didn’t know about in time to attend 
funerals. There was a good attendance at Noel’s funeral. There 
must have been 30/40 of us there. I spoke briefly on behalf of 
the Association and mentioned that Noel was a great supporter 
of our Division-loved driving buses for us. 
 
  Our Local Authority and the QLD Labour Government are 
trying to close our Aerodrome and shut down the QLD Air Muse-
um-leases expire in 2014- so that more houses, etc, can be built 
and a railway station placed there! They want to shift the CBD 
there as well. They are a bunch of w-----rs! There is plenty of 
flack flying around. Also a big can of grease-both the Local mob 
and the State Government are denying responsibility-I’ve sent 
letters to both Anna Bligh-deputy Premier - and our councillors 
trying to establish who is making these decisions. My comment 
to them is that they want to replace a modern, fast means of 
transport with an antiquated system-we might not get a Steam 
train, but it’d probably be a diesel rail motor! A la Kiama to Bom-
baderry! 
  We were staying in Coolangatta for a few days and went to 
the big antique shop there. Owned by Kev Korchell and wife 
Annette. Kev was a Radio man and Annette is Marie Kempnich’s 
sister.  

  We nattered for a couple of hours which was very pleasant. 
Kev was telling me that he was involved with Bill Barlow and 
Graeme Price in Vietnam running the Crown and Anchor. Also 
that Rose and Gabby Hayes call in occasionally. I haven’t seen 
Gabby since the ‘60’s, so, Hi, Gabby, from me. Annette tells me 
that Ron Cole is having a hard time at present-we pray for all 
who are crook and look for better times. 
 
  Well, I’m rambling on a bit so better pull the plug. Best re-
gards to all from us here. 
 
 
Barry Lister. President 
 
PS. Just had our 8th Water pipe leak. I’ll be a qualified plumber 
soon.!! 
 

 "Lucky Joe " Kroeger  - Roy Coulter  -  Mike Rudling   at W.A.  AGM 
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and I have met him several times at social functions and the 
Association and the WEC Rooms are well thought of by him. He  
also acted as a salesman for ‘The Wall of Service’, I left him  in 
charge of the daughter of a previous depot XO ( Cmdr Macin-
tosh who a lot will remember) explaining to her how she could 

get a plaque for her father affixed to the Wall. 
 
 The Navy celebrated the 40th Anniversary of the raising of the 
Australian White Ensign last week and at the request of the  
Captain I gathered some aged salts and we were dined by the 
Navy at a BBQ breakfast and then watched a ‘Colours’ ceremo-
ny -  Colour Guard PO is still not much of a cop even today. In 
all a good morning was had by all.  
 
  The White Ensign Club is almost finished and an operating 
Committee has been formed to control the security and opera-
tion it. The committee, comprises of two members from each 
association and both Presidents with them acting only in an ex-
afficio role and all decisions must be agreed upon by both par-
ties before they are implemented.. One member will be the 
spokesman and that will rotate annually between both associa-
tions. Bookings for use of the establishment are to be made via 
this committee, some permanently occurring events are locked 
in and these dates are not available for general use.   
 
 We are still gaining new members, probably at about the same 
rate as we lose others to greener pastures, above Peter Penny 
is accompanied by  John Waskiw who has just moved back to 
the area and joined up. If you find any ex FAA who aren’t mem-
bers give them a nudge and a membership form, if you can't 
access the web site then please get in touch with one of the 
Committee and we will get a form to you. 
 
 Anzac Day is almost upon us again, this year I will be missing 
from the Dawn Service at Greenwell Point and Ron Jenkins will 
be laying our wreath. I am having a temporary branch change 
and going to the Handlers’ Reunion in Tasmania along with the 
rest of my ‘clan’ for a family reunion as well. Hopefully there will 
be a few visitors from all over  the place to spin a few dits with. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Xmas over again, decorations and festooning put away and 
now the year progresses. Before we realise it the store adver-
tisements will be telling us how many days to go to the next fes-
tive season - to be 18 again when it seemed to take ages for the 
year to go by. It is hoped everybody had a good rest and not too 
much ’cheer’.  
 
  The AGM is once again behind us and your newly appointed 
Committee is as follows, I am again the President, Vice Presi-
dent : Phil Carey, Secretary : Mike Heneghan, Treasurer : Phil 
Robinson, Welfare : Ray Burt, Historian : Bob Geale, Historic 
Flight : Ken Boundy, General Committee : Ron Batchelor and 
Jim Lee. The latter are also the Fleet Air Arm representatives on 
the Operational Committee for the White Ensign Club. A deci-
sion to raise the membership fees by $5 was passed to take 
effect from January 2008, this was brought about by general 
increases to all aspects of life and as much as we did not wish it 
to happen we were compelled to: this is the first increase for 

quite a while.  
 Next years’ AGM will be on the 9th March at 1100. 
 
 The annual raffle was drawn and the winners were as follows: 
1st prize - LCD Flat panel TV - Rosalie Marino, ticket no. 4899 
2nd prize - Painting - David Farthing, ticket no. 2291 
3rd prize - Modular Sound System, Cliff Winters ticket no.1630 
 The Committee wish to thank all members for their participa-
tion and as usual the raffle was a success. Pictured are Dennis 
Mulvihill (watching) Jen (Cafe` Jen) and Phil Carey , drawing the 
raffle. 
 
 The depot has a new Commanding Officer, Capt Bob Morrison  
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VALE : 
 
 NOEL  JAY  FISCHER   - CPOATA    1952 - 1975 
 
 Noel was born 30th January 1934 and passed away 1st Janu-
ary 2007. The cause of death was  a leaking Aortic Aneurism. 
He died on the operating table of a massive heart attack whilst 
the surgeons were trying to repair the Aneurism. 
 Noel joined the Navy (FAA) on the 7th January 1952 and paid 
off in 1975 attaining the rank of CPOATA. He will always be re-
membered for the quality of his workmanship , his cheerfulness 
and his willingness to always help anyone in need. 
 During his 23 years in the FAA he was in numerous positions 
at Albatross and served on many squadrons on the depot. A sea 
posting avoided him for a long time and it was many years be-
fore he did finally manage to get some sea time. In fact he even 
had a request in to see the Captain to try and get a sea posting. 
 He finally did two trips on HMAS Melbourne with 817 Squad-
ron and was on board when it collided with USS FRANK E EV-
ANS. 
 When he left the FAA his main employment was as a bus driv-
er , this included outback tours to the bush but mainly as a driver 
for ‘Clarke’s buses in Brisbane driving school children. A job he 
really enjoyed. 
 He had 4 children : 
 John 
 Julie (husband—Rick) 
 Stephen ( wife—Vivienne) 
 Michael (deceased—died in an accident in New York  July 03) 
  
He had 4 grandchildren : 
 Adam 
 Brendon 
 Jason 
 Daniel 
 
 He was proud of his Fleet Air Arm service and was a very ac-
tive member of the Queensland Division of the FAAA, however 
in October 2004 he unfortunately suffered a stroke , which re-
sulted in communication difficulties, but, with the aid of his 
daughter Julie, still managed to get his message across. Even 
though he suffered bad health during the last few years he still 
managed to enjoy his children and grand children. His other love 
the bush and wildlife similarly stayed dear to him 
 Noel will be sadly  missed but he leaves us with fond memo-
ries and will not be forgotten. 
 
                    Mick Blair 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  Not a lot from down here this time, so I will write of a very 
brave man who won the V.C. and M.C. in WW1. 
 Last year , five members of the Batchelor family travelled to 
France to see for themselves the area where their uncle Captain 
Percy Cherry won these awards and in doing so paid with his 
life. 
 Clifford Percy and Walter are nephews of Captain Cherry  - 
Clifford and Walter served in the fleet Air Arm from 1951 until 
1957. The full story is covered in the Sydney Morning herald 
Saturday July 1st 2006 and is certainly too much to write here. 
 
 Captain Cherry landed at Gallipoli in September 1915 and was 
wounded on December 1st of that year. He recovered in Egypt 
and in March 1916 went to France.  On March 1st he was 
awarded the Military Cross and on March 27th he was killed at 
Langicourt.  He never knew of his awards.  
 
 The significance of this story is that two of his nephews, 
Clifford and Walter served in our generation Fleet Air Arm and 
are  good mates both then and now. They are very proud to 
have had  a very brave family member in Captain Cherry V.C., 
M.C. 
 
 I am writing this story with the permission of both Cliff and 
Wally Batchelor, so that their Fleet Air Arm mates know of this 
man’s deeds so long ago. 
 
  In talking to Wally just recently he tells me that Cliff is going to 
France in March this year to take part in a dedication of a room 
in a chateau at Langicourt, the town Captain Cherry and his unit 
freed from German occupation in 1917 and the deed was to cost 
him his life . His reward , a Posthumous Victoria Cross. The 
room will be known as “Captain Percy Cherry Room”. 
 
 Wally goes on to say his own father and father’s brother 
served in WW1. His father came home although badly wound-
ed , he recovered , married and settled down and raised five 
sons. Four of these served in the Royal Australian Navy and the 
other in the Army in all theatres of the War.  It would be fair to 
say that this family most certainly served this country in the time 
of conflict and served it well. They are all very proud to be able 
to say this  and rightly so. 
 
 Captain Cherry’s medals are on display at the Australian War 
Memorial in Canberra. 
 
 Cheers from Jake, and on behalf of the Batchelor Family in 

TASMANIAN DIVISION 

 Senior Citizens are increasingly valuable because:  
We have silver in our hair. We have  gold in our teeth.  
We have stones in our kidneys and gall bladders.   We have 
precious metals in our replaced joints.    We have road maps 
on our arms and legs.  We have lead in our feet and ....  
We are loaded with natural gas.        
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in the country where they were lucky enough to get on a Dakota 
which an Embassy had arranged to fly out their staff to Athens. 
From there it was home to Perth. So what did he do next but 9 
months later, goes back to retrieve the A/C and equipment, 
achieved fortunately without incident. On another occasion, Ted 
and a pilot were ferrying a small twin engine plane back to Perth 
from India or somewhere. Half way across the Indian Ocean the 
pilot tells Ted the generators have dropped out, we’re running on 
the batteries. Not keen on the idea of  a long distance swim and 
a quick think about what to do, he told the pilot he had a suspi-
cion the Voltage Regulator may be the problem and he had a 
new one in a box of spares in the cockpit. So standing on a tool-
box he removed a panel from the deck head in the cabin and 
managed to change the Voltage Regulator just as the engines 
started losing power. The repair proved a success, power re-
stored from the generators and the prospect of a very wet and 
lonely landing averted.  
 In 1991 Ted remarried. Shelia, his new wife, also widowed 
enjoyed the same sort of social and recreational activities as 
Ted. He retired again in 1993, this time for good, and became 
very interested in breeding native birds. Caravanning also pro-
vided them with much enjoyment and travel. Very early in 2006 
Ted’s health started to cause concern and it was not until March 
that he was diagnosed with advanced Mesothelioma. Chemo-
therapy treatment had little effect and sadly he passed away on 
1st of September 2006. Shelia and the family are devastated at 
the loss of a much loved husband and father.  
For me, Ted old friend, the memories of happier days, runs 
ashore with yourself and George Mackenzie, the trip to UK for 
our training all come flooding back. You were one of the best 
and until we meet again in that big safe harbour the Padre’s tell 
us about, smooth seas and keep us a sling. Farewell Ted.                              
  
John (Blue) Harrison.   ( J.J. )    

VALE :    
      
     George Edwin (Teddy) Truscott .    4—03 –1928  -- 1-9-2006 
 
            Ted, as he was always known, signed on in the RAN 
Fleet Air Arm on !4th October 1947 as a Recruit Air Artificer, and 
arrived in recruit school at FND with the first class of direct entry 
Air Branch sailors to join the RAN.  There were around thirty 
AA’s, Skilled Air Mechanics and Naval Airmen altogether in the 
entry and were divided into two classes, A1 and A2. Recruit 
training was completed by Xmas leave, and in the second week 
of January ’48 Ted and the rest of the two classes were posted 
out to Lonsdale for passage to UK on SS Largs Bay, to undergo 
air engineering training with the RN. On arrival in UK, Ted along 
with Jack Wakefield, Keith (Darky) Hodges, Jim Galliot, Jack 
Picken and Keith Baddock went up to Arbroath in Scotland to 
commence their A/E  training which took around twelve months 
all up. It was here in Arbroath that Ted met and later married his 
wife Anne.  
Returning to Australia in late ’49 Ted and Anne took up resi-
dence for a time in a caravan at the Nowra showground along 
with a lot of other Navy families, myself included. They were 
later among some of the first to move into the old married quar-
ters. Over the years Ted’s postings saw him serve on squad-
rons, the carriers and various sections at Albatross. He was also 
one of the first instructors at Nirimba when it commenced Air 
Engineering training in ‘52/’53. During these years his marriage 
to Anne was blessed with three children, two boys and a girl. 
Ted was a Chief AA when he decided to leave the Navy in 1972 
after 15 years service. Moving back home to WA he commenced 
work with an aircraft firm which maintained a fleet of aircraft in-
volved in the crop dusting and spraying business at Jandakot 
airport near Fremantle. Ted was pretty happy and settled in his 
new life, in charge of the maintenance section with the firm. Un-
fortunately this was not to last as Anne was diagnosed with Mus-
cular Dystrophy. 
In 1986 Ted took early retirement because Anne’s health had 
deteriorated badly. She was now bedridden, needed constant 
care and passed away in1990. Shortly after, Ted rejoined the 
workforce, this time working as an engineer with a company who 
carried out geophysical air surveys, looking for likely mineral 
deposits in remote areas. It was almost his undoing. Ted and a 
team plus the aircraft were in some outback area of IRAN, sur-
veying for whatever when the Ayotollah Khomenie (close 
enough) and his revolutionary guards took over and went on a 
murderous rampage. Fearing the worst, Ted and the team aban-
doned the site, planes and equipment and with only a few ne-
cessities, assisted by their two Iranian guide / interpreters made 
it safely back to Teheran under cover of darkness. Unable to get 
to the airport, the guides helped them take refuge in the base-
ment of a building in the city. They were holed up here for about 
four days, watching truck loads of bodies being driven past fol-
lowed by the guards waving guns and firing into the air. The two 
guides stayed with them while trying to find a way out of the 
country. Finally, on the fourth night, two taxi’s, through friends of 
the guides agreed to take them to a small airport  some distance 

       STOP PRESS : 
   It is with regret that I have just been informed of the pass-
ing of Joan Ferguson, wife of our first National Secretary Ian 
Ferguson. Ian , an armourer is known to most of us and I am 
sure we all send him and his family our best wishes and our 
sympathy for their loss.  
               Ed 

     
   He just couldn't seem to get to work on time. Every day, 5, 
10 minutes late. But he was a good worker, real sharp, so the 
boss was in a quandary about what to do about it. Finally, one 
day he called him into the office for a talk.  
"Bear, I have to tell you, I like your work ethics, but your being 
late so often is bothersome.'  
"Yes, I know Boss, and I’m working on it."  
"Well good. That’s what I like to hear. It’s odd though, your com-
ing in late. I know you’re retired from the Navy. What did they 
say if you came in late back then ?"  
 
"They said, "Good morning,  Chief ."  
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            FAA Association contact details 
 
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE 
President : CDRE  D Farthing  DSC  RAN  (Ret’d)   
(02) 4872 3237                                      email : pennyfarthing1@aapt.net.au 
 
Secretary : Mr Tom McDonald -      PO Box 7115, Naval PO, Nowra 2540                  
(02) 4421 6719                                       email : thmcdnld@tpg.com.au 
 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
President : Mr Winston James -      19 Hilarion Road, Duncraig  WA 6023 
(08) 94477727                                    email : winstonj@bigpond.com.au 
 
Secretary : Mr Keith Taylor-       26 Hefron Street, Mount Helena WA 6082 
0895721487   0409 913252              email  ktt59345@bigpond.net.au 
 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
President : CMDR John Siebert  RANR -    Box177, Mitcham ,SA.  5062 
  (08) 83511314                                               email : jsiebert@bigpond.com 
 
Secretary  : Mr Ian Laidler -          I Peppertree Grove, Oaklands Park, SA 5046 
(08) 83770461                                  email :   i-dlaidler@bigpond.com  
VICTORIA 
President : Mr Charles Fargher -          59/61 Enfield Ave, Park Orchards, Vic   3114  
 (03) 98751554                                 
 
Secretary : Mr Geoff Litchfield -      9 Stringybark Rd, Eltham , Vic 3095                     
(03) 94399736                                     email : geoff805@optusnet.com.au 
 
TASMANIA 
President / Secretary : Mr John Nobes  -  8 Elizabeth St, Somerset , Tas.  7322  
(03) 64352473 
                                       
Treasurer  :  Mr Ron Melville   -        5, View Street, Ulverstone ,Tas.  7315 
(03) 6425 3626                                     email : ronada66@dodo.com.au 
 
 
QUEENSLAND 
President : Mr Barry Lister -      3 Royal Close ,Regatta Pk,  Wurtulla, Qld. 4575        
(07) 54934386                        email : blister@caloundra.net 
 
Secretary : Mr Trevor Tite -         37 Miles St ,Caboolture ,Qld. 4510 
(07) 54993809                               email : trevlor@tadaust.org.au 
 
 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
President : Mr Greg Wise -         4 Bindaree St, Greenwell Point, NSW. 2540 
(02)  44471602                              email : gregwise@pacific.net.au 
 
Secretary : Mr Mike Heneghan– 98 Suncrest Ave ,Sussex Inlet, NSW.. 2540 
(02) 44412901                                     email : mheneghan@pacific.net.au 
 
Editor Slipstream :        PO Box 28  Nowra, NSW        2541 
 

WALL OF SERVICE           
 
  Latest orders for plaques to be fitted shortly - Xmas 
break has caused some delay and also we haven’t 
reached our numbers yet. This list is being published virtu-
ally as a receipt for monies received  to let all know that we 
have received you’re application okay. 
 

 

 
 
DISCLAIMER 
 
  Slipstream is published by the Fleet Air Arm Association of Austral-
ia Incorporated. All rights reserved. Reproduction in part or whole is 
forbidden without the express permission of the Editor “in writing”. 
 
   All care will be taken with material  that is submitted for publication 
but no responsibility is accepted or assumed by the publisher or edito-
rial staff for any loss or damage incurred to it. The views and opinions 
expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect the views and 
opinions of the Association or Committee of Management. 
   

 
A LAST FAREWELL 

 
The Association records with regret the deaths of the          

following members, shipmates and  friends:  
 

George Truscott : 1st September 2006 
Neville Holroyd : 7th December 2006 

Mark Eckart : 8th December 2006 
Noel Fischer : 1st January 2007 
Peter Harris : 3rd January 2007 
Leon Battle : 24th January 2007 
John Hunter : 2nd February 2007 
Doug Stone : 9th February 2007 

Doug Porter : 28th February 2007 
 

TUNSTALL R.J. 
CUNDY M. 
COLLINS        BEM F. 
CROFT R.T. 
Da SILVA J.M. 
GILES D.J. 
KEEFE J. 
WILLIAMS B.J. 
HOLSTON O.H. 
ROBINSON L.A. 
MONCRIFF J.C. 
WATKINS S. 
CHARLTON D.F. 
COX F. 
WITT M.J. 
SMILEY C.B. 
MALCOLM J. 
LAMB E. 
FISCHER N.J. 
THOMAS J.T.G. 
SUMMERLEE J.H. 

mailto:ktt59345@bigpond.net.au
mailto:i-dlaidler@bigpond.com
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   FLEET AIR ARM   MUSEUM  SINAGE :                    
displayed on all advertising and entrance to Museum. 

 FLEET AIR ARM    MUSEUM   -  
LOGO 

                           Faces to fit to the names of the staff of the FLEET AIR ARM MUSEUM                           L to R :  Ailsa 
Chittick -( collections curator), Ian Chorlton - (Technical Curator), Terry Hetherington - (Manager) and  Margot Napier - 

(Resources and Communications Officer) all stand ready to face the challenges of a total re-development of the Museum. 




